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Historical Sketch
When the year 1800 opened, it found Farmington already a thriving 
farming community. The population had increased to 942, and the 
value of estates to $58,652, or more than double the amount at the incor­
poration. The population was scattered over die whole area of the town, 
and a large portion of the lots were taken. Hardly a nucleus of the 
village was formed. At Farmington Falls, in addition to the saw and 
grist-mills owned by }ones and Knowlton, a fulling-mill had been 
erected by Jonathan Knowlton, who sold in 1797 to Jeremiah Stinchfield 
and a Mr. Stanley. The mill passed into Mr. Stinchfield’s entire control 
in 1799. A carding-machine was also put in operation at the same place 
during the year 1800, by Blake and Morrill. Thomas Whittier and 
Nathaniel Bishop opened a store about 1796. Their business was sold 
to Zachariah Butterfield in 1798.
At what is now Fairbanks, Jason Cony erected a grist-mill in 1794, 
in connection with Robert Jones, who owned the mill privilege. In 
1797 or 1798, it passed into the hands of his brother, Hartson Cony, who 
put up a saw-mill near the site of the present mill. The mill was carried 
away in the freshet of 1799. Although the principal mills were thus 
located in the upper and lower sections of the town, the site of the pres­
ent village was marked as the future business center of the town. The 
old county road was located in 1793 under the hill west of the village, 
but in 1797 a new road was laid out, leaving the old road near where 
the railroad station now stands, following the course of Front and Pleas­
ant Streets, and continuing northerly until it struck the old road on the 
Craig farm. In 1795 the Perham road was located, having the same 
course as the present Broadway, and running out to the eastern part of 
the town.
Trade was begun at the center in 1792, by Hartson Cony, who 
opened a store in a part of Mr. Church’s log house. In 1799, David 
Moore from Groton, Mass., commenced business in Mr. Church’s 
framed house, but the following year built a combined house and store v 
on the present Pleasant Street. This house, with Mr. Church’s, Dr.
6Stoyell’s and Mr. Sweet’s were probably the only houses in the Center 
Village in 1800.
Dr. Stoyell established himself in his profession in 1794, and in 
1800 Henry V. Chamberlain began the practice of law, both at the center 
of the town. As yet no minister was settled, although an article was
C enter M eeting-H ouse. Erected in 1803
each year inserted in the warrant for town-meeting to see if the town 
would raise a sum for preaching, but the article was as regularly dis­
missed. Through the enterprise of a few individuals, chiefly of Stephen
Titcomb and Jonathan Knowlton, a meeting-house was erected at Farm­
ington Falls in 1799. It stood upon the bank of the river on the present 
site of the Union schoolhouse. No church organization was connected 
with it, although the individuals interested in building it were, for the 
most part, Methodists; and the Methodist class formed at a little before, 
had almost exclusive control of it. The building was, as may be sup­
posed, a rude structure. It was built two stories high, with gable ends, 
and a porch on the eastern side. The outside was clapboarded though 
never painted, and the inside was never finished, nor furnished with 
pews. The upper story was not divided from the lower, nor were its 
windows glazed. The small boys of the period sat to listen to Parson 
Smith’s discourses, sat on hard benches, but were partly compensated 
by watching the swallows fly about the unclosed beams. For the 
prophecy of old was fulfilled, and the sparrow found a house and the 
swallow a nest for herself where she might lay her young upon the altar 
of the Lord of Hosts, in this first rude sanctuary of our fathers.
Public worship was held in this house more or less until 1826, when 
the Union meeting-house was built, after which it gradually went to 
decay, and the old burying-ground connected with it was abandoned.
As early as 1796 the question of the town’s building a meeting­
house in its corporate capacity at the center of the town, began to be 
discussed. In March 1797, proposals for building such a house were 
received, and a vote of the town obtained “ that the meeting-house be 
built according to the proposals produced at this meeting, and that it 
shall be built on Mr. Sheppar’s lot, so-called, where the road turns to 
the river.” Where Mr. Sheppar’s lot was is not known, but it seems 
evident that no further efforts were made toward erecting the house on 
this spot, for at the town meeting in March, 1800, we find that Moses 
Chandler, Solomon Adams, Ezekiel Porter, Church Brainerd, Jonathan 
Knowlton, Hartson Cony and Jotham Smith, were chosen a committee 
to receive from Ebenezer Sweet and John Church such proposals as they 
shall make respecting accommodations for the town to build a meeting­
house; and in April, 1801, Benjamin Butler, Moses Starling and Church 
Brainerd were chosen to draw up a plan for the house and to receive 
proposals for building the same. The plan presented by Benjamin But­
ler was accepted at the next meeting and a committee of seventeen, con­
sisting of Samuel Brown, Stephen Titcomb, Solomon Adams, Church 
Brainerd, Supply Belcher, Abiathar Green, John Holley, Zachariah Nor­
ton, Zachariah Clough, Moses Chandler, Jonathan Cushman, Thomas 
Odell, Ezekiel Porter, John F. Woods, Ephraim Butterfield, Timothy
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8Smith and Samuel Knowlton,- was appointed to contract for building 
the house according to Benjamin Buder’s plan.
September 17, 1801, the committee presented the following report, 
which was accepted, and Supply Belcher, Hartson Cony and David 
Moore were chosen a committee on the part of the town to see the con­
tracts executed.
The Meeting house committee met to receive proposals for building 
a meeting house at or near the center of the town and report as follow- 
eth: That Mr. Church Brainerd, Mr. Benjamin Butler and Mr. Eliakim 
Norton have agreed to build said meeting house according to Mr. Ben­
jamin Butler’s plan as accepted by the town in May last. The con­
tractors agree to put up said house and finish the outside, all but glazing, 
in one year from this date and then receive two hundred and thirty 
dollars from the town, and in two years from the date to finish the house 
complete in the best Tuscan order and paint the house outside and in­
side with good handsome color, and underpin said house with good 
handsome hewn stones and put good door stones to the house, in short, 
the said house to be finished complete in every part for a further con­
sideration of what money shall or may arise from the sale of all the pews 
in said house which is to be sold at a public vendue to the highest bid­
der or bidders in a town meeting duly warned for that purpose, pro­
vided it does not exceed three years from the date of this report.
Samuel Brown, Chairman.
It does not appear that the town went forward to carry out this con­
tract, for six months later, March 9, 1802, a voluntary association of 
individuals representing different religious denominations was formed 
for the purpose of effecting the erection of the long desired house of 
public worship.
The compact was as follows:
March 9, 1802. We the subscribers, desirous to unite and add to 
the respectability of the town of Farmington, and sensible that this end 
can be accomplished in no way so well as by building a Meeting House 
for public and social worship near the center of said town, do agree to 
form oursevlcs into a body politic, with a determined resolution to effect 
the building of such meeting house at our own expense, on such plan as 
the subscribers, at a meeting to be held for that purpose, shall agree 
upon.
9Solomon Adams Enoch Craig
Peter Corbett Church Brainerd
David Moors Eliakim Norton
Supply Belcher Elijah Norton
Jason D. Cony Rufus Allen
Samuel Butterfield Sanford Davis
Moses Starling Joseph Norton
Thomas Hiscock Jeremy Wyman
Henry V. Chamberlain Jonathan Graves
Timothy Johnson Joseph Fairbanks
Benjamin Butler Zenas Backus
John Holley Samuel Brown
Jonathan Cushman Oliver Bailey
Ezra Thomas Daniel Stanley
Thomas Wendell William Lewis
Ezekiel Porter Henry Stewart
Benjamin Butler, Jr. Aaron Stoyell
Ebenezer Norton Abraham Smith
Timothy Smith Andrew Norton
Jabez Gay Elijah Buder
Ephraim Norton Eliphalet Bailey
Zachariah Norton Ebenezer White
Abel Sweet Stephen Titcomb 
John Church
The name by which the society was known was “ The First Meet­
ing-House Society in the Center of Farmington,” afterward incor­
porated, in 1822, as the “ Proprietors of Center Meeting-House.” Mr. 
David Moore, the treasurer, presented a plan for the building, which 
was accepted and an auction sale of pews according to the plan was 
made to defray expenses. The total sum derived from this sale was 
$4,670, and the purchasers of the pews were as follows:
Timothy Smith No. 25 Body $ 85
Henry V. Chamberlain No. 17 (( 75
Elijah Norton No. 32 Wall 80
Samuel Butterfield No. 10 Broad aisle 85
Zachariah Norton No. 2 u 85
David Moors No. 11 it 105
Ezekiel Porter No. 3 it 105
John Holley No. 4 M 95
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Timothy Pease , . 
Timothy Johnson 
Joseph Norton 
Zaccheus Mayhew 
Henry Stewart 
Enoch Craig 
Jesse Gould 
John Church 
Jonathan Graves 
Reuben Butterfield 
Daniel Stanley 
Andrew Norton 
Edward Butler 
David Cowen 
Ezra Thomas 
Timothy Pease 
Abner Ramsdell 
Bassett Norton 
Solomon Adams 
William Lewis 
Abraham Smith 
Jabez Gay 
Jonathan Cushman 
Peter Corbett 
Abner Ramsdell 
Ephraim Norton 
William Lewis 
Oliver Bailey 
Jason D. Cony 
Abel Sweet 
Eliphalet Bailey 
Silas Perham 
Aaron Stoyell 
Ebenezer White 
Nathan Backus 
Elijah Buder 
Moses Starling 
James Rowings 
Rufus Allen 
Aaron Stoyell
No. 12 Broad aisle $105
No. 13 << 90
No. 5 i t 85
No. 31 Wall 110
No. 15 a 95
No. 7 a 65
No. 14 a 65
No. 9 i t 65
No. 8 a 60
No. 19 a  .. 70
No. 20 t t 60
No. 21 a 50
No. 13 a 65
No. 12 a 55
No. 10 n 55
No. 11 a 50
No. 23 a 55
No. 24 a 55
No. 22 a 55
No. 27 Body 65
No' 19 (« 60
No. 32 << 50
No. 24 i t 50
No. 21 a 55
No. 28 a .  65
No. 2 Wall 105
No. 14 Broad aisle 90
No. 5 H 90
No. 30 Wall 90
No. 7 Broad aisle 75
No. 15 a 85
No. 16 a 75
No. 8 i t 65
No. 3 Wall 110
No. 29 '  i t 100
No. 28 i t 65
No. 18 Body 75
No. 26 i t 75
No. 27 Wall 65
No. 26 a 70
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Church Braincrd No. 25 Wall % 65
Church Brainerd No. 4 a 70
Benjamin Butler, Jr. No. 5 a 50
Stephen Titcomb No. 6 a 50
Aaron Stoyell No. 18 u 105
David Davis No. 17 u 95
Samuel Brown No. 16 a 95
Joseph Badger No. 20 Body 55
Jeremy Wyman No. 30 <c 60
Thomas Hiscock No. 22 i t 50
Hartson Cony No. 29 a 65
Zebulon True No. 23 a 50
Stephen Titcomb No. 31 n 55
As originally built the church was sixty-five feet long and forty-five 
feet wide, and contained sixty-four pews on the floor. The wall pews 
occupied the four sides of the house save where the pulpit stood and the 
doors opened, and after the manner of the times, were square, high 
backed boxes, roomy enough to accommodate the generous sized fami­
lies of the period. The broad aisle extended from the pulpit to the west 
entrance, and the eight pews on each side of this aisle were the dearly- 
loved upper seats in the synagogue, and were as eagerly sought as in 
the days of the Pharisees. Mr. Scott’s work on the pews was voted sat­
isfactory by the committee appointed to oversee it; and we can imagine 
the delight with which they viewed the fine workmanship which he 
had expended upon them. The clearest pine of most beautiful grain 
had been selected, fashioned into backs, sides and doors and adorned 
with panels. No paint concealed the natural beauty of the wood, and 
time was allowed to add its tint of rich brown. Galleries ran around 
three sides of the building, supported by six Corinthian pillars. The 
• singers, led by Squire Belcher and accompanied by John Titcomb’s flute, 
occupied the seats opposite the pulpit and led the congregation in Mear 
and St. Martin’s. The pulpit was a structure most awful and imposing. 
It occupied a place on the east side of the house, on a level with the 
gallery. A long staircase led to it, and when once the minister was in, 
and the door shut, little could be seen of him until he arose to open the 
service.
Two porches of generous size stood at each end of the building, 
and an entrance was also made through a portico on the west side. 
When finished, this church was intrinsically a noble structure; and, con-
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sidering the condition of the people and the time in which it was built, 
the enterprise reflects great credit upon the town. Here, for nearly a 
third of a century, divine service was held on each Lord’s Day, and 
hither the people came to worship. In the winter the good dames 
brought their foot stove, and in summer their sprays of southernwood, 
and upon cushionless seats listened to the fervent appeals of their fav­
orite preacher. Improvements on the building were made from time to 
time. A steeple was added on the south in 1827, and at that time the 
porches were removed and the entrance at the north end abandoned. 
Public worship was maintained by the different religious societies in 
proportion to their ownership, until the various denominations erected 
meeting-houses of their own, when the meeting-house became aban­
doned as a church.
The Center Meeting House was built on land given by John Church 
who, in 1802, conveyed to “ David Moore, treasurer of the First Meeting 
House Society in the center of Farmington, and his successor in said 
office, for the use of the society so long as it shall be improved for public 
use,” two acres of land situated in the heart of the town and now con­
stituting the Court House site and the Common.
Upon the organization of Franklin County in 1838, it was proposed 
to change the upper part of the old meeting-house into a court house 
and some question arose as to the construction of the restriction in Mr. 
Church’s first deed. Thereupon application was made to Mr. Church 
to remove the restriction. He at once consented, and with a hand pal­
sied with age, signed a release of the property for a consideration of two 
hundred dollars. The second deed made a condition, however, that the 
property “ be always used for some public building, court house, town 
house or meeting-house.”
So the upper part was remodeled for a court room. The lower part 
was rented for a town house until 1880 and in 1884 the proprietors sold 
what further rights they possessed in the building and the site to the 
county for $750. In 1885 it was sold to the town and removed to Pleas­
ant Street to make way for the brick county building which was erected 
in that year. It was burned in the great fire of October, 1886.
Among those serving on committees to oversee the building of the 
Center Meeting House and among the pew holders were residents of all 
parts of the town.
Samuel Brown, chairman of one of the first committees, lived on 
lot No. 44 east side, which was originally taken up by Nehemiah
I
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Blodgett, one of the Colburn Associates. This was one of the first six 
lots laid out on the east side of the river. In 1801 Capt. Brown built 
the fine house overlooking the “ great intervale,” now occupied by Mr. 
Fred Wheeler. Capt. Brown went on a sea voyage in 1811 from which 
he never returned.
Ezekiel lived on Porter Hill, David Cowan on Cowan Hill, 
Eliphalet and Oliver Bailey on Bailey Hill and Silas Perham in the 
eastern part of the town still known as Perham corner.
Nathan Backus in 1804 erected the Backus house still standing on 
the corner of Main St. and Broadway, which he ran as a tavern for many 
years.
Moses Chandler, Reuben Butterfield, Thomas Hiscock, Jesse Gould, 
Jonathan Knowlton and Zaccheus Clough all lived on the road leading 
from West Farmington to Farmington Falls.
Church Brainerd settled in 1783 on lot No. 38, east side, and in 
1797 sold to Abner Ramsdell.
Stephen Titcomb, Solomon Adams and Peter Corbett all lived on 
farms along the river on the east side. Peter Corbett hewed out the tim­
bers for the first framed house in the township which he erected on lot 
No. 40 in 1786. These timbers burned in the fire of Feb. 15, 1945 which 
destroyed the house occupied for fifty years by the late William H. 
Pearson.
On Holley Road lived Thomas Wendell and John Holley and 
Jonathan Cushman lived on the farm now known as the Town Farm.
There were the Nortons, Elijah, Andrew, Bassett, Zachariah, Joseph 
and Ephraim from Norton Flat.
Compiled from BUTLER’S HISTORY
by FLORA A. P. MILLS.
c
Assessors7 Report
To the Citizen* of the Town of Farmington:
The following report of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year 
ending February 1, 1945, is submitted to the taxpayers of Farmington.
VALUATION AND ASSESSMENTS 
The valuation taken in April is as follows:
Detailed List of Property and Polls
Number of polls taxed 964
Number of polls not taxed 139
Rate of taxation .046
Amount assessed on each poll $ 3.00
Amount of Excise taxes on autos, 1944 4,153.28
Number of autos taxed, 1944 1,250
Description of Property
Real estate, resident $2,174,895 00
Real estate, non-resident 157,000 00
Total real estate *2,
Personal estate, resident $371,560 00
Personal estate, non-resident 43,035 00
Total personal estate !
$2,
Value of land $ 715,220 00
Value of buildings 1,616,675 00
$ 331,895 00
$414395 00 
746,490 00
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Personal Property
No. Value
Horses 212 $18,565 00
Cows 1,239 44,995 00
Oxen 25 2,180 00
Three-year-olds 275 9,650 00
Two-year-olds 497 13,895 00
Poultry (over 50 in number) 4,705 4,670 00
Sheep (over 35 in number) 51 425 00
Total $94,560 00
Exempt Livestock
No. Value
One-year-old 614 $12,275 00
Sheep (to 35 in number) 408 4,730 00
Swine (to 10 in number) 267 3,620 00
Poultry (to 50 in number) 5,124 5,025 00
Total amount $25,650 00
All Other Kinds of Personal Property
No. Value
Stock in trade $205,885 00
Logs 5,500 00
Lumber, wood and bark 6,800 00
Musical instruments 70 5,475 00
Furniture 25,275 00
Machinery 51,400 00
Tractors 9 1,625 00
Radios 592 18,075 00
$320,035 00
Brought forward * 94,560 00
Total amount Personal Property $414,595 00
Upon the polls and estates we assessed the following sums, to wit:
State Tax $21,363 36
County Tax 5,890 45
1 •#
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For support of Common Schools $18,500 00
For Free High School 16,550 00
Purchase of Text-books 1,200 00
School Supplies 1,600 00
Repairs of School Buildings and Miscellaneous Expenses 1,000 00
Insurance on School Property 935 00
Salary Superintendent of Schools 1,250 00
Conveyance of Scholars to Elementary Schools 4,550 00
Support of Poor 3,000 00
Defray Incidental Expenses 5,000 00
Repair of Roads and Bridges 20,000 00
Memorial Day 100 00
Advertising Natural Resources and Attractions of Maine 100 00
Collection of Taxes 600 00
Abatement of Taxes 400 00
Sidewalks 500 00
Lighting Streets and Ways outside Corp. 2,300 00
Aid to Dependent Children 850 00
Library Association 2,200 00
Interest on Outstanding Indebtedness 3,000 00
State Patrol Work 1,350 00
Outstanding Indebtedness 12,000 00
Repairs and Extension of Sewers 800 00
Maintenance of Third Class Roads 942 00
Outdoor Concerts by Wheeler’s Band 75 00
Lease and Care Town Dump 400 00
Industrial Education 760 00
Care and Upkeep, Hippach Property 100 00
Civilian Defense 500 00
School Physician 200 00
Maintenance of Community Building • 3,300 00
Overlay 914 73
/
$132,230 54
Auto Excise Tax applied 3,000 00
$129,230 54
/
/
I
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Selectmen's Report
General Government
INCIDENTALS
Appropriation 
Receipts
Transfers — Supp. Taxes 1943 
Supp. Taxes 1944 
Overlay
$ 36 00 
233 70 
914 73
$5,000 00 
2,160 77
Overdraft to Summary
1,184 43 
1,068 21
$9,413 41
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $9,413 41
Detail of Expenditures
SALARIES c, v
A. L. Hardy, Selectman, bal. on 1943 salary $ 499 98
A. L. Hardy, Selectman, full salary to March 5, 1945 1,999 92
A. T. Voter, Selectman, bal. on 1943 salary 50 00
A. T. Voter, Selectman, full salary to March 5, 1945 400 00
H. H. Bailey, Selectman, bal. on 1943 salary 75 00
H. H. Bailey, Selectman, full salary to March 5, 1945 400 00
George W. Kershner, Treasurer’s salary to March 5, 1945 500 00
Leon R. Goodwin, Town Clerk, salary to March 5, 1945 75 00
S. P. Mills, Town Agent, salary to March 5, 1945 200 00
Fred V. Gilman, Health Officer, salary to March 5, 1945 350 00
Frank W. Heminway, Truant Officer 16 25
Frank K. Ames, Sealer of Weights and Measures 50 00
E. E. Russell, Milk Inspector, salary to March 5, 1945 16 50
20
OFFICE MANAGEMENT
Olive M. Whitney, charge of Accounts, salary to Feb. 1, ’45 $1,448 00
Audit 150 00
Office Supplies 77 60
Adding Machine Contract 8 80
Postage 3 11
Telephone 61 93
Post Office box rent 3 00
Maine Municipal Association membership, 120 00
$60.00, 1945 membership paid in error. Refunded by 
request
Petty cash 25 00
Office equipment, rug 5 50
GENERAL MISCELLANEOUS 
Supplies
Town Clerk supplies and postage $46 30
Town Treasurer supplies 50 00
Tax Collector supplies 59 30
Tax Collector postage 51 18
Unclassified
Recording Tax Liens $ 6 00
Tax Books and making transfers 55 00
Weber Insurance Agency, Treasurer’s bond 60 00
Election expense 172 97
Police work 3 00
Holmes H. Bailey, rebate on 1941-42 taxes (O. S. Mayhew) 52 40
Sharpening lawn mower 1 50
Earl R. Hawkens, transients 24 00
Tarbox & Whittier, toxoid * 18 25
Justin A. McCarthy Co., fire extinguishers 28 68
George Mosher, posting warrants 3 00
George Mosher, enforcing dog laws 50 00
George Mosher, tax deed and lien collection 75 34
Achsa French, tax deed and lien collection 28 44
Charles M. Hobbs, Collector, water rental 440 00
State Treasurer, dog tax 909 20
Knowlton & McLeary Co., printing town reports 323 08
Maine Eye & Ear Inf., (Charles Jackson) 109 37
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Central Me. General Hospital (Charles Jackson) $ 10 00
Farmington Farmers’ Union (Elm tree care) 78 56
Elmer Nason (Elm tree care) 2 25
Care of Common 2 00
A. E. Floyd, M. D., reporting births, deaths 1943 6 00
Percy E. Gilbert, M. D., reporting births , 5 25
R. Weber, recording and reporting to State, Feb. 1, 1944
to March, 1944 6 25
R. Weber, reporting to Other Towns, Feb. 1, 1944 to Mar.,
1944 ' 2 50
R. Weber, reporting to State, delayed returns and deposi­
tions, Feb. 1, 1944 to March 1944 2 00
R. Weber, postage, Feb. 1, 1944 to March, 1944 50
Leon R. Goodwin, recording and reporting births, deaths,
marriages, delayed returns, depositions 153 50
Leon R. Goodwin, copying Vital Statistics for town report 10 00
School Census 32 00
Total Expenditures Incidentals $9,413 41
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Appropriadon $3,300 00
Receipts 659 00
Expenditures
Warrants drawn 
Unexpended to Summary
Detail of Expenditures 
Janitor 
Fuel 
Lights 
Insurance 
Repairs 
Water 
Misc.
$3,959 00
$3,926 28 
32 72
$3,959 00
$1,301 00 
1,098 68 
613 36 
425 35 
130 20 
39 50 
318 19
$3,926 28
\COLLECTOR OF TAXES
Appropriation $600 00
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Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$600 00
Protection of Persons and Property
STREET LIGHTS
Appropriation $2,300 00
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $2,265 00
Unexpended to Summary 35 00
$2,300 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Receipts . $ 95 00
Overdraft to Summary 1,462 44
$1,557 44
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$1,557 44
Appropriation
Receipts
CIVILIAN DEFENSE
$500 00 
1 67
$501 67
Expenditures x
$403 00 
98 67
Warrants drawn 
Unexpended to Summary
$501 67
♦ "
Health and Sanitation
SEWER REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
Appropriation $800 00
Receipts | 225 50
Transfer — Accounts Receivable 100 00
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Expenditures
Warrants drawn 
Unexpended to Summary
657 36 
468 14
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE 
Unexpended Balance from 1944
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $1,237 50
Unexpended to Summary 262 50
TOWN DUMP
Appropriation
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $110 00
Unexpended to Summary 290 00
Highways
ROADS AND BRIDGES
$20,000 00
6,650 26
$1,125 50
$1,125 50 
$1,500 00
$1,500 00 
$400 00
$400 00
Appropriation
Receipts
v
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Transfers —
Accounts Rec. (tar) $136 36
Accounts Rec. (grader) 90 00
Voucher No. 39145F deducted 
by State for Plowing R. 2 
by State 560 40
Spec. Res. 877 44
Overdraft to Summary
$1,664 20 
1,650 67
$29,965 13
Expenditures
, Warrants drawn $29,071 73
Transfers — Wood $333 00
Voucher No. 39145F deducted 
by State for Plowing State 
Highway by State 560 40
893 40
$29,965 13
Detail of Expenditures
Labor $13,329 18
Repairs 6,362 40
Gas and Oil 3,191 08
Alcohol and Grease 26 10
Grader 86 25
Lights 82 52
Supplies 85 87
Gravel 210 00
Truck Hire 313 38
Express 134 74
Insurance 328 78
Tar 4,138 83
Misc. 782 60
$29,071 73
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STATE AID ROAD CONSTRUCTION
Unexpended Balance from 1944 
To Balance Sheet 1945
SIDEWALKS
Appropriation $500 00
Overdraft to Summary 66 99
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
THIRD CLASS ROAD MAINTENANCE
Unexpended Balance from 1944 $566 05
Appropriation 942 00
Overdraft to Balance Sheet 20 61
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
STATE ROAD PATROL
Appropriation $1,350 00
Overdraft to Summary 9 00
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
SPECIAL RESOLVE
Receipts
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $815 15
Transfer— Roads and Bridges 877 44
$1,890 00 
1,890 00
$566 99 
$566 99
$1,528 66 
$1,528 66
$1,359 00 
$1,359 00
$1,692 59 
$1,692 59
v
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SHOVEL ACCOUNT
Receipts $1,672 95
Overdraft to Summary 291 12
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
SIDEWALK PLOW
Receipts $ 90 99
Overdraft to Summary 2,534 49
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
Charity
TOWN POOR
Appropriation
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $1,475 11
Transfer — Wood 24 50
Unexpended to Summary 1,500 39
Detail of Expenditures
U. S. Grant Hutchins $ 34 00
Irving Dyer 60 00
Guy Sweetser 11 15
Arthur Ladd 376 00
Voucher No. 7-20, 15-11 86 00
W. Kolreg 241 35
$1,964 07 
$1,964 07
$2,625 48 
$2,625 41
$3,000 00
I
$3,000 00
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Maurice Whitney $ 45 75
George Osborne 9 36
Voucher No. 4-1A 9 00
Melvina Gardner 155 00
Herbert Smith 26 50
William Durrell 203 52
Charles Holley 4 00
Voucher No. 110-5 75 00
Robert Taylor 29 00
Eben Collins 66 85
Perley Oram 42 63
$1,475 11
STATE POOR
Receipts $347 38
To Balance Sheet due from State 24 35
$371 73
Expenditures
Due from State $ 52 20
Warrants drawn 319 53
$371 73
Detail of Expenditures
A. T. Allen $ 2 00
George Daggett 142 20
Viola Holt 6 00
B. A. Hunt 36 78
S. L. Johansen 12 00
John Lane 76 30
G. M. Oakes 29 25
Arthur Roderick 5 00
Voucher No. 80-13 10 00
$319 53
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POOR OF OTHER TOWNS
Receipts $344 99
Transfer — Net Debt 10
Balance Sheet Due 201 76
$546 85
Expenditures
Due from Other Towns $ 44 73
Warrants drawn 502 12
$546 85
Detail of Expenditures
Charles Clark, New Vineyard $ 90 76
Iris Fraser, Rangeley 229 60
Roland Grandmason, Waterville 85 22
Robert Hobert, Temple 16 54
H. Wilbur, Phillips 80 00
$502 12
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN
AND
BOARD AND CARE OF CHILDREN
Appropriation $850 00
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $270 44
Unexpended to Summary 579 56
$850 00
TOWN FARM
No appropriation
Receipts $6,068 50
Overdraft to Summary 1,126 29
$7,194 79
\\
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Expenditures
Warrants drawn $7,013 29
Transfer — Wood 181 50
_ \ ■
Detail of Expenditures
Car expense $ 324 63
Equipment 2 00
Labor 552 00
Lights 108 91
Medicine 30 50
Repairs 44 98
Salary, Supt. 1,200 00
Supplies 3,740 72
Telephone 20 77
Unclassified 988 78
17,013 29
Livestock and Supplies at Town Farm
15 Cows $1,500 00
3 Three year olds 300 00
6 Two year olds 300 00
9 Yearlings 285 00
4 Calves 6 mos. 100 00
2 Horses 400 00
25 tons Hay 400 00
Tools, milk tank and cooler, cans, milker, etc. 1,500 00
$4,785 00
TOWN FARM INSURANCE
Receipts, Insurance Payments — fire loss $1,642 48
Warrants drawn (replacements) $685 46
Unexpended to Summary 957 02
v
$1,642 48
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Education
COMMON SCHOOLS
Appropriation — Schools $18,500 00
Appropriation — Conveyance 4,550 00
Receipts 5,550 77
Expenditures i
Opening Overdraft $ 101 88
Warrants drawn 26,770 47
Unexpended to Balance Sheet 1,728 42
$28,600 77
HIGH SCHOOL
Opening Balance $ 1,017 86
Appropriation 16,550 00
Receipts 5,213 88
$22,781 74
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $22,661 74
Unexpended to Balance Sheet 120 00
* $22,781 74
SUPPLIES
Appropriation $1,600 00
Receipts 1,598 99
$3,198 99
Expenditures
Opening Overdraft $1,500 57
Warrants drawn 1,690 57
Unexpended to Summary 7 85
TEXT-BOOKS
$3,198 99
$1,200 00 
506 81
I
Appropriation
Receipts
$1,706 81 1
rExpend! tures
Overdraft $ 23 52
Warrants drawn 1,683 29
31
$1,706 81
REPAIRS AND MISCELLANEOUS
Appropriation
Receipts
Overdraft to Summary
$ 1,000 00 
50 00 
217 58
$1,267 58
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$1,267 58
HOME ECONOMICS
Unexpended balance
Appropriation
Receipts
$239 02 
760 00 
575 00
Expenditures
Warrants drawn 
Unexpended to Balance Sheet
$1,574 02
$1,484 94 
89 08
$1,574 02
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Opening Overdraft $37 47
Overdraft to Balance Sheet 37 47
SUPERINTENDENT
Unexpended Balance 
Appropriation 
Overdraft to Summary
$ 62 85
1,250 00 
123 61
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$1,436 46 
$1,436 46
v
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SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
Appropriation 5200 00
Overdraft to Summary 300 00
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
SCHOOL INSURANCE
Appropriation $935 00
Overdraft to Summary 2 72
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
Unclassified
Appropriation
Receipts
PUBLIC LIBRARY
$2,200 00
105 00
Expenditures
Warrants drawn
Detail of Expenditures 
Received from Town
Rena H. Adams, salary April 1, 1944 to Jan. 31 $750 00
Due Mrs. Adams, salary for February and March 150 00
Shirley Marcous, salary April 1, 1944 to Jan. 31 315 00
Due Shirley Marcous, salary for February and March 63 00 
Janitor, salary April 1, 1944 to Jan. 31 300 00
Due Janitor, salary for February and March 70 00
Lights 35 76
$500 00
i
$500 00
$937 72 
$937 72
$2,305 00 
$2,305 00 
$2,200 00
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Coal $412 28
Incidentals, including labor for shoveling, mow­
ing, repairs for maintenance 100 74
Balance on hand 3 22
$2,200 00 $2,200 00
HIPPACH FIELD
Appropriation $100 00
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $61 31
Unexpended to Summary 38 69
$100 00
ABATEMENTS
Appropriation 
Overdraft to Summary
$400 00 
274 30
$674 30
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$674 30
MEMORIAL DAY
Appropriation $100 00
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$100 00
BAND CONCERTS
Appropriation $75 00
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$75 00
ADVERTISING NATURAL RESOURCES OF MAINE
Appropriation $100 00
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$100 00
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L. A. SMITH TRUST FUND
BONDS CALLED
Receipts
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
Receipts
Transfers — Excise Tax 
Debt Red. App.
NET DEBT
$
$ 551 28
12,000 00
10 00
To Balance Sheet
12,551 28 
65,752 17
Opening Balance
Expenditures
$73,670 09
Poor of Other Towns $ 10
Acc. Rec. 4 00
1942 Taxes 23 11
1938 Tax Deed 3 50
1936 Tax Deed 65 67
Acc. Rec. 6 00
Tax Acq. Prop. 38 60
Wood 68 00
Net Overdraft 4,434 38
4,643 36
DEBT REDUCTION — BONDS
Appropriation
Expenditures
$10,162 50 
$10,162 50
$78,313 45
$78,313 45
$ 12,000 00
Transfer — Net Debt $ 12,000 00
'  (I
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INTEREST ON OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS
Appropriation 
Receipts — Refund
$3,000 00 
300 00 .
1 ■
Warrants drawn 
Unexpended to Summary
$3,300 00
Expenditures
$2,877 50 
422 50
. .  $3,300 00
TEMPORARY LOANS
Receipts $45,000 00
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$45,000 00
Appropriation
COUNTY TAX
$5,890 45
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$5,890 45
Appropriation
STATE TAX
$21363 36
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$21363 36
Appropriation
OVERLAY
$914 73
Transfer— Incidentals
Expenditures
$914 73
Excise Tax, 1944 Receipts 
Excise Tax, 1945 Receipts
EXCISE TAX
$3,514 41
638 '8 7 ''•
v
$4,153 28
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Paid Treasurer
Detail
Tax Commitment $3,000 00
Transfer — Net Debt 551 28
Warrants drawn, 1944 356 00
Warrants drawn, 1945 246 00
$4,153 28
$4,153 28
Receipts (Rent)
To Balance Sheet 
Warrants drawn
REAL ESTATE
Expenditures
$60 00
$37 55 
22 45
$60 00
TAX ACQUIRED PROPERTY 
Receipts $180 00
Transfer — Net Debt 38 60
To Balance Sheet 200 00
$418 60
- Expenditures
Opening Balance $418 00
WOOD
Receipts $ 536 50
Transfers — Acc. Rec. $454 50
Net Debt 68 00
Town Poor 24 50
Farm 181 50
Roads and Bridges 333 00
1,061 50
To Balance Sheet 216 00
$1,814 00
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Opening Balance 
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$1,310 00 
504 00
1 $1,814 00
Bonds
GRADE SCHOOL
Outstanding 1943-44 Year $40,000 00
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$ 5,000 00
Outstanding to Balance Sheet 35,000 00
$40,000 00
HIGH SCHOOL
Outstanding 1943-44 Year $1,000 00
Warrants drawn
Expenditures
$1,000 00
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Outstanding 1943-44 Year $48,000 00
Expenditures
Warrants drawn $ 6,000 00
Outstanding to Balance Sheet 42,000 00
148,000 00
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Receipts $413 80
Transfer — Net Debt 10 00
To Balance Sheet due 780 86
$1,204 66
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Expenditures
Opening Balance $423 80
Transfers — Wood $454 50
Sewers 100 00
...............V Roads and Bridges, tar 136 36
Roads and Bridges, Grader 90 00
780 86
$1,204 66
CASH
Opening Balance $ 13,997 34
Cash Received 226,553 62
$240,550 96
Cash paid by Treasurer 
To Balance Sheet
$229,085 37 
11,465 59
$240,550 96
CEMETERY, LIBRARY AND SCHOOL TRUST FUNDS
Opening Balance (Debit) $34,713 35
Transfer — Trust Fund Reserve $ 143 46
To Balance Sheet (Debit) 34,569 89
$34,713 35
CEMETERY, LIBRARY AND SCHOOL TRUST FUND RESERVE
Opening Balance (Credit) $34,713 35
Transfer—Trust Fund $ 143 46
To Balance Sheet (Credit) 34,569 89
$34,713 35
1t
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CEMETERY TRUST FUND INTEREST 
Receipts $133 00
Warrants drawn
_ Expenditures
$133 00
LIBRARY AND SCHOOL TRUST FUND INTEREST
Transfer — Reserve $414 71
To Balance Sheet 394 83
$809 34
Expenditures
$331 38 
42 98 
20 05 
20 30
414 71
Transfer — Reserve 394 83
$809 54
Warrants drawn — Smith 
Blake 
Knowles 
Perkins
LIBRARY AND SCHOOL TRUST FUND RESERVE 
Receipts $414 71
Transfer — Fund 394 83
$809 34
Expenditures
Transfer — Fund $414 71
To Balance Sheet 394 83
$809 54
SUMMARY
Debits
$ 274 30 
1,068 21 
1,462 44
Abatements 
Incidentals 
Fire Dept.
40
Roads and Bridges $1,650 67
State Patrol 9 00
Sidewalks 66 99
Shovel 291 12
Sidewalk Plow 2,534 49
Town Farm 1,126 29
School Repairs 217 58
Supt 123 61
Ins. 2 72
Physician 300 00
$9,127 42
Community Building
Credits
$ 32 72
Street Lights 35 00
Sewers 468 14
Health Nurse 262 50
Dump 290 00
Civilian Defense 98 67
Town Poor 1,500 39
A. D. C. & B. C. Ch. 579 56
Town Farm Insurance 957 02
School Supplies 7 85
Hippach 38 69
Interest on Indebtedness 422 50
Net Debt 4,434 38
$9,127 42
AUSTIN L. HARDY, 
ARTHUR T. VOTER, 
HOLMES H. BAILEY,
Selectm en o f  Farm ington.
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Treasurer's Statement
FEB. 1, 1945
I __________
Warrants Paid $145,310 66
State Tax 21,363 36
County Tax 5,890 45
Bonds 11,000 00
• Temporary Loans Paid 45,000 00
State Treas., Dog License 520 90
Cash on hand Feb. 1, 1944 11,465 59
$240,550 96
Cash on hand Feb. 1, 1943 $ 4,497 18
F. E. Knowlton, Excise Tax 4,694 04
George H. Mosher, Tax Coll. 128,047 98
Leon R. Goodwin, Dog Licenses 520 90
Int. on Ministerial School Fund 27 52
Received from Selectmen 38,245 80
R. R. and Telephone Tax 79 95
Received from Peoples National Bank 20,000 00
Received from First National Bank 25,000 00
State School Fund 6,182 15
Refund Dog Tax 67 12
Received from State of Maine 1,318 32
$240,550 96
Withholding Tax — Amount on deposit Feb. 1, 1945 at The
First National Bank, Farmington, Maine $550 81
Teachers’ Retirement — Amount on deposit Feb. 1, 1945 at
The First National Bank, Farmington, Maine $485 90
GEORGE W. KERSHNER, Treasurer.
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Tax Collector's Report
Commitment 
Supplementary Tax
$129,230 54 
233 70
$129,464 24
Paid Treasurer 
Tax Liens 
Abatements 
Uncollected
$128,048 18 
716 55 
674 30 
25 21
$129,464 24
GEORGE H. MOSHER, Collector.
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Auditor's Report
February 17, 1945
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF FARMINGTON:
In accordance with the request of your municipal officers, I have com­
pleted an examination of the records of your town officials for the 
municipal year ending February 1, 1945.
The report, herewith submitted, was prepared from your town records 
and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, properly reflects the true 
financial condition of your municipality as of that date.
The data obtained at that time is summarized in the following:
Exhibit A 
B 
C 
D 
E
Schedule 1 
2
3
4
5
7
8 
9
COMMENTS 
Balance Sheet
Cash Receipts and Disbursements
1944 Valuation and Commitment
Statement of Departmental Operations
Analysis of Change in Net Surplus
Reconciliation of Treasurer’s Cash Balance
Uncollected Taxes
Tax Deeds and Liens
Tax Acquired Property
Accounts Receivable
Trust Funds
Bonded Debt
Excise Tax Collections
Respectfully submitted,
EHS : jp
E. H. SHUTE, A ccountant.
(As all accounts in this audit appear elsewhere in this report some 
of these Exhibits have been omitted but a complete copy is on file at 
Selectmen’s office.)
v
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- C O M M E N T S
CASH:
All receipts as recorded were found to have been properly accounted for 
and deposited currendy in the bank as summarized on Exhibit B. 
Expenditures were made from properly authorized warrants as summa­
rized on Exhibits B and D.
The cash balance reconciled with the bank statement at the close of the 
municipal year as per detail on Schedule 1.
TAX ACCOUNTS:
The 1944 tax commitment was added and found to agree with the 
Assessors’ records. The total commitment was accounted for by cash, 
authorized abatements or was still unpaid.
Payments received on prior years’ taxes according to the records have 
been credited against the proper balances. Schedule 2 lists in detail all 
unpaid taxes.
Excise tax receipts were added and found to agree with the amount 
paid the Treasurer as shown by Schedule 9. $3000 of the excise tax was 
used to reduce the appropriation for 1944.
All payments received on tax liens and deeds appeared to have been 
applied against the proper items, and those liens and deeds remaining 
unpaid were checked and are shown on Schedule 3.
The cash collection of the current year’s taxes was 99.42%, while the 
total taxes collected during 1944, for both current and prior years 
amounted to 99.54%, both as against the current commitment.
TRUST FUNDS:
The trust funds were deposited in United States Government Bonds 
and the Savings bank. A detail of these is contained in Schedule 7. 
The income appears to have been properly used.
NET DEFICIT:
Reference to Exhibit A indicates that at the close of the municipal year, 
there was a Net Deficit of $65,752.17, as compared with a Net Deficit 
of $73,670.09 shown on the year previous. This represents a beneficial 
change of $7,917.92, which is summarized on Exhibit E of this report.
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GENERAL:
The test check of paid bills and payrolls indicated that those examined 
were proper charges and correctly recorded.
The records of dog licenses issued in 1944 showed collections of $520.90. 
This amount was received by the town treasurer, who forwarded this 
amount to the state treasurer.
The tax collector’s bond is not in proper form. The witnesses to the 
signatures were lacking and the sureties did not file a statement of their 
worth as provided by law.
With the exceptions of cash and trust funds, no external verification 
was made of your asset and liability accounts.
Exhibit A
Town of Farmington
BALANCE SHEET — FEB. 1, 1945
(Compared with Feb. 1, 1944)
A S S E T S
Subsidiary
Schedule: Feb. 1,
1 Cash
Tax Accounts Uncollected:
2 Taxes $ 790 19
3 Tax Liens & Deeds 1,376 05
4 Tax Acquired Prop. 200 00
5 Accts. Receivable
Wood Account
7 Trust Fund Investments:
Savings Dept. $21,269 89
Gov’t Bonds 13,500 00
Trust Fund Int.
(savings bank) 194 83
TOTAL ASSETS
1945 Feb. 1, 1944
$11,465 59 $13,997 34
$1,056 86 
1,638 72 
418 60
2,366 24 3,114 18
780 86 433 80
1,310 00
$23,213 35 
11,500 00
34,713 35
34,964 72
$49,577 41 $53,558 67
v
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L I A B I L I T I E S
8 Bonds Payable:
School House
School $35,000 00 
Community Bldg. 42,000 00
$ 1,000
40.000
48.000
00
00
00
$77,000 00 $89,000 00
7 Trust Fund Reserve 34,964 72 34,713 35
$123,713 35
TOTAL LIABILITIES: 
Ex. D Departmental Balances 
Real Estate
Ex. E NET SURPLUS (Deficit)
3,327 31 
37 55 
65,752 i y
3,515 41 
75,670 09
Total Liabilities & 
Surplus Accounts $49,577 41 $53,558 67
Exhibit E
ANALYSIS OF CHANGE IN NET DEBT
Year ending February 1, 1945
Deficit — February 1, 1944
Transactions affecting prior years:
Charges:
Other Town Poor Adjustments $ 10
Accounts Receivable 10 00
Wood a|c 68 00
Tax acquired prop. adj. 38 60
1938 Tax Deed adjustment 3 50
1936 Tax Deed adjustment 65 67
1942 Taxes adjustment 23 11
$208 98
iCREDITS:
State Poor $10 00
Net Change affecting prior year: $198 98
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$73,869 07
CREDITS:
Transactions affecting current year:
By appropriation for payment of bonds $12,000 00 
Excise Tax 1945 551 28
$12,551 28
Departmental lapsed balances: 
Overdrafts 
Unexpended
$9,127 42 
4,693 04
4,434 38
8,116 90
N et D eficit  — February 1, 1945 $65,752 17
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
February 1, 1945
Schedule 2
Balance New Supp. Collected Adjustments Balance
Year 211144 Commitment Tax Cash & T ransfers 2|1|45
1944 $129,464 24 $128,722 48 $741 76
1943 $1,033 75 ' $36 00 156 66 $864 66 48 43
1942 23 11 23 11
$1,056 86 $129,464 24 $36 00 $128,879 14 $887 77 $790 19
(Exh. B)(Exh. A) (Exh. C)
V
(Exh. A)
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UNCOLLECTED TAXES 1944
February 1, 1945
R eal Estate
Eleanor Allen $ 13 80
Elmer Brown 36 80
Doris V. Davis 9 20
S. R. Estate & F. L. Knowlton 165 60
Frank A. Nason 9 20
E. L. Rackliff 161 00
Wilma G. Smith 134 55
H. A. Sawyer Hines 25 40
Rupert Hodgkins & Carl Hutchins 9 20
Mrs. Ray Spaulding '6  90
Fred J. Shibley 13 80
Grace G. Whittier 131 10
P ersonal P roperty and P oll 
Deane Hiscock (paid Feb. 16, 1945) $21 06
Fred Smith 1 15
Frank Nason 3 00
TOTAL
UNCOLLECTED TAXES 1943
M. O. Bean $ 4 08
Deane Hiscock 14 64
Henry Lakin 26 71
Frank Russell 3 00
Schedule 2
$716 55
25 21
$741 76
Total $48 43
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TAX DEEDS AND LIENS
Schedule 3
Balance New Adjust- Balance
2| 1J44 Liens Collected ments 2|1|45
1943 $864 66 $298 66 $566 00
1942 $1,002 35 373 70 628 65
1941 509 07 385 80 123 27
1938 61 63 $ 3 50 58 13
1936 65 67 65 67
$1,638 72 $864 66 $1,058 16 $69 17 $1,376 05
(Exh.A ) (Exh.B) (Exh.A)
S chedule 3
TAX LIENS AND TAX DEEDS
1943 1942 1941 1938
Allen, Eleanor $ 6 40
Brown, Donald $ 10 00
Brown, Elmer $ 34 40 36 80 33 60 t
Eaton, Aura 46 00
Grumley, Jennie 18 40
Howard, Guy 3 75
Hutchinson, J. S. $58 13
Knowlton, S. R. & L. F. 154 80 •
Libby, Millie, Hines 46 00
Pressey, Harry 34 50 31 50
Richards, A. P. 165 60
Sawyer, H. A. 51 60 55 20 48 17
Small, W. W. Co. 208 50 207 00
Spaulding, Mrs. Ray 6 45
Shibley, Fred 17 20
Smith, Fordyce 9 00
RacklifT, E. P. 83 60
Welch, Herbert 9 45
$566 00 $628 65 $123 27 $58 13
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TRUST FUNDS
Schedule 7
LIBRARY, SCHOOL AND MINISTERIAL & SCHOOL FUND 
George Blake — Library (Savings Bank) $ 6,000 00
Albert E. Knowles, School Prize 2,000 00
(U. S. Gov’t Bond)
Arthur W. Perkins, School Prize (Savings Bank) 1,000 00 
Lauriston A. Smith, School Prize 11,500 00
(U. S. Gov’t Bond)
Lauriston A. Smith, School Prize 200 00
(Savings Bank)
$20,700 00
MINISTERIAL & SCHOOL FUND 1,660 00
$22,360 00
TRUST FUND INTEREST
George Blake— Library (Savings Bank) $181 80
Albert E. Knowles, School Prize (Savings Bank) 10 00
Lauriston A. Smith, School Prize (Savings Bank) 3 03
$194 83
SUMMARY
Cemetery Trust Funds $12,409 89 '
Library, School & Ministerial Fund 22,360 00
Trust Fund Interest 194 83
$34,964 72
S chedule 7
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS — FARMINGTON
February 1, 1945
Adams, George A. $ 100 00
Allen, Ellen S. B. 100 00
Backus, John 78 62 •.
i
i
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Beal, Daniel 
Belcher, Margaret J.
Bennett, Annie 
Blake, George 
Balam, A. K.
Borden, Fred C.
Bowles, Frank H.
Brackley, William T.
Brooks, Mathew P.
Brown & Parsons 
Butterfield Cemetery Fund 
Case, Cyrus
Coburn Cemetery Fund 
Cole, Charles H.
Cothern, Wesley & Elizabeth 
Croswell, Mary A.
Currier, Dr. Everett B. 
Cutler Cemetery Fund 
Davis, Edward 
Davis, Zodoc 
Dyer, Almon J.
Folsom, Charles C.
Frederic, Manley 
Furbush, Simon 
Gleason Cemetery Fund 
Goodwin, John H.
Greaton, Annie M.
Gower, Robert 
Ham, F. E.
Harris, F. E.
Herrick, J. F. & A. E. 
Hibbard & Goodrich 
Hiscock, William 
Hodgkins, Alice 
Hunt, Lucy S.
Huse, Benjamin 
Holmes, John and George 
Hunter Cemetery Fund 
Hutchins & Kempton 
Jeffers, J. Frank
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Jennings, Betsy 
Jennings, Hiram B.
Johnson, Clara A. N. W. 
Keith, James B.
Keyes, H. A. B.
Lcadbetter, John C.
Lincoln, Nellie M.
Macomber, Abbie A.
Mann, Nathan 
Mann, Samuel 
Mitchell, Augustine 
Osgood & Eaton 
Page, Alice A.
Perham, Eliza 
Perkins, Deacon Isaac 
Perkins, Joseph W.
Pillsbury & Drummond 
A. F. Hinkley & E. A. Rogers 
Smith, Elbridge 
Smith, L. A.
Smith, J. Waugh 
Thomas, Cyrus 
Thurston, Sarah M.
Tufts, Rebecca L.
Vaughan, Alanson 
Vining, Moses 
Wills, Maria E.
Wheeler, Mrs. C. E.
Wood, Solomon A.
Purpose 
School Bonds 
Community Building
BONDED DEBT
February 1, 1945 
Rate
4 % ' $5,000 00
l l4%
$12,409 89
ScHBDULB 8
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FARMINGTON 
EXCISE TAX COLLECTIONS
February 1, 1945
Schedule 9
Frank Knowlton — Collector:
1944 — Receipt No. 126 to 1233 Inc. $3,514 41
1945 — Receipt No. 1 to 175 Inc. 638 87
Deposited with Treasurer (Exh. B) $4,153 28
#
v
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Estimates for the Ensuing Year as Made 
by the Budget Committee, 1945
The following are the recommendations for the coming year as 
made by the Budget Committee:
Appropriated Recommended Appropriated 
1944 1945 1945
G eneral G overnment
Incidentals 5 5,000 00 $ 6,000 00
Collection of Taxes 600 00 600 00
Community Building 3,300 00 3,300 00
P rot. of P ersons & P roperty
Street Lighting 2,300 00 2,300 00
Civilian Defense 500 00 300 00
Fire Department No App. 2,300 00
H ealth & S anitation
Public Health Nursing Bal. on Hand 1,100 00
Sewers 800 00 800 00
Dump 400 00 200 00
H ighways &c B ridges 20,000 00 20,000 00
Sidewalks 500 00 500 00
Third Class Road Maint. 942 00 942 00
State Aid Road Bal. on Hand
State Patrol Work 1,350 00 1,359 00
Shovel No. App.
Sidewalk Plow No. App. 2,534 49
Oshkosh Truck 11,150 00
C harities
Town Poor 3,000 00 2,000 00
A.D.C. & B.C.C. 850 00 350 00
Town Farm No. App.
U nclassified
Public Library Maint. 2,200  00 2,300 00
Memorial Day 100 00 100 00
Band Concerts 75 00 75 00
Hippach 100 00 500 00
Abatement of Taxes 400 00 400 00
v
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Appropriated Recommended Appropriated
1944 1945 1945
Debt Red. Bonds $12,000 00 $11,000 00
Interest on Outstanding Indebt­
edness & Loans 3,000 00 2,500 00
Publicity 100 00 100 00
Education 
Common Schools 18,500 00 16,915 00
This recommendation includes $2,500 earmarked to 
take care of overdue balance due the State.
High School 16,550 00 13,900 00
Conveyance 4,500 00 4,500 00
Industrial Arts 760 00 3,250 00
Physical Education 2,650 00
Superintendent 1,250 00 1,652 00
Text-Books 1,200 00 1,200 00
Supplies 1,600 00 1,600 00
Repairs 1,00 00 1,200 00
Insurance 935 00 1,150 00
School Physician 200 00 500 00
$104,062 00 $121,227 49
The Budget Committee recommends accepting the terms of the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act of die State of Maine.
OLIVE M. WHITNEY, Secretary 
SUMNER P. MILLS, Chairman 
ROMANUS WEBER,
GEORGE KERSHNER,
BENJ. BUTLER,
DONALD METCALF,
ERNEST DOYEN,
L. J. YORK,
LEON GOODWIN,
JARVIS TYLER,
CLYDE LUCE,
WALTER MOSHER,
J. ARTHUR GREEN,
SCHOOL BOARD,
BOARD OF SELECTMEN,
B udget C omm ittee.
Vital Statistics
i
To th e  S ele ctm en  o f  th e  T ow n o f  F arm ington :
Gentlemen: The following returns of births, marriages, and deaths, 
have been made to this office for the year from February 1, 1944, to 
February 1, 1945.
Respectfully submitted,
LEON R. GOODWIN,
T ow n  Cler\.
BIRTHS
Number of Births 193
Number of Males 103
Number of Females 90
1944 
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
daughter.
25 To the wife of Andre Marcous, a son.
31 To the wife of Harold Wesley Tilton, a daughter.
1 To the wife of Jesse Nelson White of Rangeley, a daughter.
2 To the wife of Arthur Raymond Cutler, a daughter.
3 To the wife of Raymond Wesley Hobert, a son.
7 To the wife of Robert Ernest Deakin, a son.
8 To the wife of Kenneth Edgar Ames of Strong, a son.
8 To the wife of Richard E. Howatt, a daughter.
10 To the wife of Arthur Llewellyn Robbins of New Vineyard, 
a daughter.
10 To the wife of Carroll Arthur Lee of Weld, a son.
13 To the wife of Robert Quinn Daggett, a son.
14 To the wife of William Aaron Holbrook of Madrid, a son. 
18 To the wife of Phillip Currier McCourt of North Jay, a
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1944
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Feb. 24
Feb. 27
Feb. 27
Feb. 28
Feb. 28
Mar. 7
Mar. 8
Mar. 10
Mar. 12
Mar. 13
Mar. 14
Mar. 19
Mar. 20
Mar. 23
Mar. 27
Mar. 29
Mar. 30
Apr. 3
Apr. 4
Apr. 5
Apr. 5
Apr. 8
Apr. 9
Apr. 10
Apr. 12
Apr. 16
Apr. 19
To the wife of Lloyd Edgar Nile of Stratton, a daughter.
To the wife of John Daniel Jones, a daughter.
To the wife of Frederick Howard Wetmore, a son.
To the wife of Hugh Campbell, a daughter.
To the wife of Joseph Louis Victor Labbe of Coburn Gore, 
a daughter.
To the wife of Henry Carl Holden of Jackman, a son.
To the wife of Arland Andrew Fitz of New Sharon, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Cleon Alton Corson, a daughter.
To the wife of Frank Case of Rangeley, a son.
To the wife of Atherton Joseph Mitchell of Rangeley, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Franklin Platt Paine of New Portland, a son.
To the wife of Clinton Lester Newell of Chesterville, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Merle Winfield Merrill of Kingfield, a son.
To the wife of Phillip Luger, a daughter.
To the wife of Arnold Enoch Bridges of Wilton, a son.
To the wife of Donald Milton Brackley of South Portland, a 
son.
To the wife of Paul Wilbert Woodcock of Kingfield, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Norman Clyde Dyar, a son.
To the wife of Kenneth Malcolm Brooks, a son.
To the wife of Lionel !Lewis Hardy of Madrid, a son.
To the wife of George Earle Oakes of Jay, a son.
To the wife of Charles Elias Pease of North New Portland, 
a son.
To the wife of Raymond George Clinch of Phillips, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Chester Arnold Reed of Wilton, a daughter.
To the wife of Ernest Edward Thibeault of Madison, a son.
To the wife of Robert Wallis Stevens of Wilton, a daughter.
To the wife of William Illingworth Jillson of Madison, a son.
To the wife of Theredon Joseph Lidstone of Wilton, a son.
To the wife of Olian Llewellyn Dyer of South Portland, a 
son.
To the wife of Otis Franklin Gilman of Harmony, a son.
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Apr. 20 To the wife of Marshall El wood Seamon, a daughter.
Apr. 23 To the wife of Albert M. Brown, a son.
Apr. 26 To the wife of Orris Frederick Lamb of Rangeley, a daugh­
ter.
Apr. 28 To the wife of Norvel Henry Littlefield of Kingfield, a son.
May 2 To the wife of Roland Kenneth Lothrop of Wilton, a son.
May 4 To the wife of Francis Earl Dakin of Wilton, a daughter.
May 8 To the wife of Lester Alson Lothrop of Wilton, a daughter.
May 9 In Boston, Mass., to the wife of John A. Titcomb, a son. 
May 13 In Lewiston, to the wife of Murray LeRoy Smith, a son. 
May 13 To the wife of Kenneth Harry Mecham of Phillips, a son.
May 14 To the wife of Robert Glendon Whitney, a son.
May 14 To the wife of Camille Joseph Marquis, a daughter.
May 15 To the wife of Clifford Ruel Wilcox of Avon, a daughter. 
May 15 To the wife of Clarence Lee Stansbury of North New Port­
land, a daughter.
May 16 To the wife of Arnold Morton Johnson of Rangeley, a son. 
May 18 To the wife of Eben Burton Collins of Eustis, a son.
May 19 To the wife of Hayden Ernest Chandler of Dryden, a son.
May 19 To the wife of Carroll Heath Nile of Strong, a son.
May 19 To the wife of Harvey Mosher Smith, a son.
May 21 To the wife of Lauriston Earlon Brann of Wilton, a daugh­
ter.
May 22 To the wife of James Higgins Mills of New Vineyard, a 
daughter.
May 26 To the wife of Blyn Harding Wing of Phillips, a daughter.
May 27 To the wife of Guy Osman Gould of North New Portland,
a son.
May 28 To the wife of Joseph Henry McCarthy of New Sharon, a 
son.
May 29 To the wife of Blaine Strout Trask of Wilton, a daughter.
June 3 To the wife of George Johndro, a son.
June 4 To the wife of Elliott Benjamin Powers, a son.
June 5 To the wife of Harold Pratt Alexander of Livermore Falls,
a son.
June 6 To the wife of Harold Sumner Winter Jr. of Kingfield, a 
daughter.
June 6 To the wife of Merle Dervin Williams of North Jay, a 
daughter.
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1944
June 8 To
June 17 To
June 21 To
June 23 To
June 23 To
June 25 To
June 27 To
June 28 To
July 4 To
July 4 To
July 6 To
July 7 To
July 8 To
July 16 To
July 17 To
July 18 To
July 22 To
July 23 To
July 24 To
July 24 To
July 25 To
July 26 To
July 26 To
July 30 To
July 31 To
Aug. 1 To
Aug. 2 To
Aug. 4 To
Aug. 7 To
the wife of Charles Theodore Bailey of New Sharon, a 
daughter.
the wife of William Orson Paine Jr. of Dixfield, a 
daughter.
the wife of Edward Socklexes Newell, a daughter, 
the wife of Lester Warren Bryant of Wilton, a son. 
the wife of Willis Albert Gould of Highland Plantation, 
a daughter.
the wife of Philip Ashton Wright of North Jay, a daugh­
ter.
the wife of Robert Earl Wardwell of New Sharon, a son. 
the wife of Everett Harry Mitchell of Phillips, a daugh­
ter.
the wife of Milton Hutchinson Conner of Portland, a 
daughter.
the wife of Hollis Milton Leavitt of Phillips, a daughter.
the wife of Arthur Eugene Ranger, a son.
the wife of Guy Sherwood Parlin of Anson, a son.
the wife of Robert Alexander Small, a son.
the wife of Leo Harry Vining, a daughter.
the wife of Howard Lewis Yeaton of East Wilton, a son.
the wife of Robert Ervine Le Hay of North Anson, a son.
the wife of Fred Mertram Blanchard of North Chester-
ville, a son.
the wife of Robert Ezra Peary of New Sharon, a son. 
the wife of Francis Alfred Christopher of Madison, a 
daughter.
the wife of Kermit Clyde Wing of Wilton, a son.
the wife of Clarence Dana Barker of Eustis, a son.
the wife of Herbert Hall, a daughter.
the wife of John Stevenson Donald Jr. of North Jay, a
daughter.
the wife of Francis Donald Karkos of Wilton, a son. 
the wife of Allen Pearl Moran of Rangeley, a daughter, 
the wife of Dana Frank Emery of Kingfield, a daughter, 
the wife of Leo Anthony Meldrum of Kingfield, a son. 
the wife of John Perkins Williams, a son. 
the wife of Hadley Raymond Scott, a daughter.
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1944
Aug. 7 To
Aug. 8 To
Aug. 14 To
Aug. 16 To
Aug. 21 To
Aug. 21 To
Aug. 21 To
Aug. 22 To
Aug. 23 To
Aug. 26 To
Aug. 27 To
Aug. 28 To
Aug. 29 To
Sept. 1 To
Sept. 2 In
Sept. 2 To
Sept. 4 To
Sept. 8 To
Sept. 14 To
Sept. 14 To
Sept. 15 To
Sept. 19 To
Sept. 19 To
Sept. 21 To
Sept. 21 To
Sept. 24 To
Sept. 28 To
Sept. 29 To
Sept. 30 To
Sept. 30 To
Oct. 1 To
the wife of Nelson Alexander Mac Leod of Madison, a 
daughter.
the wife of Frank Vernon Blanchard, a son. 
the wife of Harold Withee of Madison, a daughter, 
the wife of George Philbert Mastine, a daughter, 
the wife of Robert Paul Baker of Wilton, a daughter, 
the wife of Raymond Albert Gould Jr. of Kingfield, a 
son.
the wife of Harold Franklin Stone of Calais, a daughter, 
the wife of Honore Joseph Dube of Eustis, a daughter, 
the wife of Rodney Albert Pearl of Wilton, a daughter, 
the wife of Cecil Melvin Stratton of Mercer, a son. 
the wife of Ivan Howard, a son. 
the wife of Carroll Albert Rodzen of Wilton, a son. 
the wife of Earlon Chester Millett, a daughter, 
the wife of Carl Franklin Lemery, a son.
Livermore Falls, to the wife of Stanton F. Yeaton, a 
daughter.
the wife of Charles Edward Thurlow of Phillips, a 
daughter.
the wife of Clifford Byron Fields of Norridgcwock, a 
daughter.
the wife of Ernest Leroy Allen of Wilton, a daughter, 
the wife of Carl William Hutchinson of Industry, a son. 
the wife of Arthur Cecil Eaton of North Chesterville, a 
son.
the wife of Russell Leland Stinchfield of Phillips, a son. 
the wife of Roland Grandmason, a daughter, 
the wife of Elmer David Gray of Lexington, a daughter, 
the wife of Richard Wendall Brackett, a son. 
the wife of Fehlman Orie Meader of Norridgewock, a 
daughter.
the wife of Kenneth Alroy Norton, a son. 
the wife of Ellsworth Decker, a daughter, 
the wife of Theron Merchant, a daughter, 
the wife of Edwin Harold Wyman Jr. of North Anson, 
a son.
the wife of Royce William Frost of Wilton, a daughter, 
the wife of Francis James Folsom, a son.
v
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1944
Oct. 2
Oct. 7
Oct. IQ
Oct. 15
Oct. 15
Oct. 17
Oct. 19
Oct. 22
Oct. 22
Oct. 23
Oct. 26
Oct. 26
Oct. 26
Oct. 27
Oct. 30
Nov. 3
Nov. 4
Nov. 5
Nov. 6
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 10
Nov. 12
Nov. 13
Nov. 15
Nov. 18
Nov. 19
To the wife of Robert Luce McCleery, a daughter.
To the wife of Joseph Warren Hardy of Wilton, a son.
In Wilton, to the wife of Kenneth Milford Fairbanks, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Daniel Prescott Chandler, a son.
To the wife of Charlie Glenn Nile of Auburn, a daughter.
To the wife of Arnold Edward Tobin of Wilton, a daughter.
To the wife of Alvah Olando White of Stratton, a son.
To the wife of David Joseph Baker of Dryden, a daughter.
To the wife of Cecil Hiram Frost of Wilton, a son.
To the wife of Howard Everett Swift of Wilton, a son.
To the wife of Alfred Philip Maillet of Wilton, a son.
To the wife of Odber Dell Smith of North New Portland, a 
son.
To the wife of Rexford Theon Merrill of Dryden, a son.
To the wife of Vernon Winship Boynton of Madison, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Willis Malcolm Parsons of Kittery, a daugh­
ter.
To the wife of Walter Leo Demar of Wilton, a son.
To the wife of Alton Bernal McGee of Starks, a son.
To the wife of Malcolm Aaron Bachelder of Stratton, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Frank James Russell of Fayette, a daughter.
To the wife of Philip Barrett Webber of North New Port­
land, a daughter.
To the wife of Philip Henry Matthews of North Anson, a 
son.
To the wife of Charles William Hall of East Dixfield, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Leo Edward Campbell of CheSterville, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Ulmont Roscoe Holt, a son.
To the wife of Oscar Henry Brann of Starks, a daughter.
To the wife of George Albert Paradis of Stratton, a daugh­
ter.
To the wife of Filmore Hollis Harnden of Phillips, a daugh­
ter.
To the wife of Norman Harry Masterman of Wilton, a son.
\
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1944
Nov. 19
Nov. 23 
Nov. 26 
Nov. 28
Nov. 29 
Nov. 30 
Nov. 30 
Dec. 1 
Dec. 2 
Dec. 2 
Dec. 2
Dec. 12 
Dec. 12 
Dec. 13 
Dec. 16 
Dec. 23 
Dec. 23
Dec. 27 
Dec. 27 
Dec. 27 
Dec. 28 
Dec. 28
1945
Jan. 1 
Jan. 7
Jan. 9 
Jan. 9 
Jan. 16 
Jan. 17
Jan. 17 
Jan. 18
\
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To the wife of Frank Edward Nadeau Jr. of Mercer, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Merton Manter, a son.
To the wife of Lewis Merton RacklifT, a daughter.
To the wife of Joseph Ernest Emery Vielleux of Phillips, a 
son.
To the wife of Lawrence Lewis Roy of Wilton, a son.
To the wife of Nelson Dingley Austin, a daughter.
To the wife of Charles Eugene McGinty of Wilton, a son. 
To the wife of Atherton Francis Ross of Riley, a son.
To the wife of Elton Powers, a son.
To the wife of Sherman Elmer Brackett of Stratton, a son. 
In Wilton, to the wife of Thomas Brian Cassidy, a daugh­
ter.
To the wife of Leonard Leslie Perkins of New Sharon, a son. 
To the wife of Richard Henry Bell, a daughter.
To the wife of Alphonse Francis Brault of Stratton, a son. 
To the wife of Harold Clement Gilbert of Dryden, a son.
To the wife of Albert George Lagasse of Anson, a daughter. 
To the wife of Gerald Linwood Vaughan Jr. of Stratton, a 
son.
To the wife of Maurice Sawyer, a son.
To the wife of Alfred Weimar Tyler of Wilton, a son.
To the wife of Glen Ernest Rodgers of* East Wilton, a son. 
To the wife of Harold Reginald Lothrop, a daughter.
In Waterville, to the wife of Edwin Kenneth Boyker, a 
daughter.
To the wife of Ralph Arthur Haines of Rangeley, a son.
To the wife of Irving Charles Holbrook of New Vineyard, 
a son.
To the wife of Ellison Stevens Cox of Stratton, a son.
To the wife of Robert Leighton Farmer of Wilton, a son. 
To the wife of Ronald M. Neil of Strong, a son.
To the wife of Switzer Roderick Brackett of Rangeley, a 
son.
To the wife of Carroll Arthur Lee of Weld, a son.
To the wife of Leon Ralph Goodwin, a daughter.
v
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Jan. 26 To the wife of Albert Hall of Starks, a son.
Jan. 28 To the wife of Vinton Linwood Partridge of East Wilton, a 
son.
1944
MARRIAGES
Number of Marriages 61
In Lewiston, February 5, 1944, by P. L. Vernon, Maurice D. His- 
cock of West Farmington, and Arlene Roberts of Lewiston.
In Farmington, February 7, 1944, by Byron M. Small, Justice of 
the Peace, Richard Elwyn Howatt and Ruth M. Hogan, both of Farm­
ington.
In Farmington, February 26, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, 
Grafton Morrison Fenwick and Charlotte Melinda Fenwick, both of 
Belfast.
In Washburn, March 3, 1944, by Rev. John L. Quigg, George 
Philip Colburn of Farmington, and Lillian Vernette Manzer of Wash­
burn.
In Farmington, March 4, 1944, by Byron M. Small, Justice of the 
Peace, Leo Harry Vining of North Anson, and Katherine Evelyn Libby 
of Farmington.
In Farmington, March 31, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Stillman Jackson and Dorothy Marcellus, both of Farmington.
In Jay, April 9, 1944, by Rev. Earl B. Hunt, Lyle Donald Paul and 
Maxine Mabel Farrington, both of Farmington.
In Farmington, April 12, 1944, by Rev. Merle S. Conant, Curvier 
J. Colburn and Colleen A. Bassett, both of Madison.
In Farmington, April 15, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, 
George Johndro and Alice Mabel Haley, both of Farmington.
In Tremont, April 22, 1944, by Rev. Paul E. Syster, Earl Alfred 
Wilbur of Farmington, and Elizabeth Carrie Closson of Bernard.
In Farmington, April 29, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Clyde M. Young and Edith F. Ranger, both of Wiltcn.
In Farmington Falls, May 6, 1944, by Rev. Barbara Chandler 
Arthur Cecil Eaton and Josephine Priscilla Peters, both of Farmington.
In Farmington, May 30, 1944, by Sumner P. Mills, Notary Public, 
Monroe Ulysses Hunt and Lucille A.manda Godbout, both of Augusta.
In Farmington, May 29, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, Car- 
roll Heath Nile of Dixfield, and Lillian Emily Wood of Strong.
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In Farmington, June 9, 1944, by Currier C. Holman, Justice of the 
Peace, John Albert Fournier and Gloria C. Hebert, both of Jay.
In Farmington, June 11, 1944, by Rev. Earl A. Clifford, Cecil El­
more Savvtelle of Industry, and Celia Vose of Farmington.
In Phillips, June 11, 1944, by Rev. Roy A. Clark, Leon P. Barden 
of West Farmington, and Erma Mosley of Ellsworth.
In Jay, June 12, 1944, by Rev. F. Stewart Kinley, Harold Merle 
Davis of Farmington, and Lillian Lorraine Chick of Jay.
In Farmington, June 19, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, Sid­
ney Hobart Chandler Jr. of Caribou, and Jacqueline Greenwood of 
Farmington.
In Farmington, July 1, 1944, by Rev. Merle S. Conant, Eugene A. 
Holt and Madalene E. Mosher, both of Chesterville.
In North Berwick, July 11, 1944, by Rev. H. H. Hathaway, Robert 
John Lovejoy of Farmington, and Mary Elizabeth Grover of North 
Berwick.
In Farmington, July 15, 1944, by Rev. Merle S. Conant, Alfred 
Herman Redlevske of Farmington, and Margaret Rollins Redlevske of 
Mercer.
In Farmington, July 23, 1944, by Rev. J. P. Barrett, Joseph Ardino 
Nava of Westboro, Mass., and Phyllis Everdene Hutchinson of Farm­
ington.
In Farmington, July 29, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, 
Alexander Topar of Scranton, Penn., and Evelyn Ethel Baud of New 
Vineyard.
In Farmington, August 12, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Oscar James Parlin of New Sharon, and Verna Belle Gray of Mercer.
In Farmington, August 14, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Emmett David Compton of Colesville, New Jersey, and Glenna Eliza­
beth Logan of Farmington.
In Farmington, August 20, 1944, by Rev. Bernard B. Holland, 
Harland Wallace Carr of Mount Desert, and Grace Fabyan Webber of 
Farmington.
In Farmington, September 2, 1944, by Rev. J. P. Barrett, Edward 
Fontaine of Temple, and Ellen Augusta Swan of New Sharon.
In Farmington, September 5, 1944, by Rev. Bernard B. Holland, 
Elvin Sylvester Lambert of Farmington, and Mary Louise Soule of 
Wiscasset.
v.
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In Farmington, September 8, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, 
Richard Harvey Gilbert of Farmington, and Euleta Janice Kennedy of 
New Vineyard.
In Farmington, September 11, 1944, by Rev. Francis E. Morrissey, 
Joseph Christopher Derby and Ruth Emma Mitchell, both of Law­
rence, Mass.
In Farmington, September 15, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, 
Marshall Thompson Vose of Farmington, and Marian Frances Stout 
of Los Angeles, California.
In Farmington, September 18, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Leslie Raymond Wood of Parsonsfield, and Ethel May Day of Cornish.
In Farmington, September 23, 1944, by Rev. Merle S. Conant, Wil­
liam O. Calden Jr. and Marcia B. Meader, both of Jay.
In Farmington, October 1, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Roscoe Millett and Lottie Duley, both of Farmington.
In Farmington, October 6, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Alfred A. Neal and Gertrude Phillips, both of Chcsterville.
In Farmington, October 10, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Merle Lilley and Junie E. Hight, both of Farmington.
In Farmington, October 12, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Hans H. Madsen and Kathryn N. Seavey, both of Sweden.
In Farmington, October 14, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, 
Erwin Woodbury Clark and Hilda S. Cook, both of Eustis.
In West Farmington, October 21, 1944, by Rev. J. P. Barrett, Omcr 
Herman Lisherness of Kingfield, and Everdean Emma Smith of 
Strong.
In Farmington, October 22, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Merle Robert Green of Meriden, Conn., and Virginia Arlene Briggs 
Croswell of Farmington Falls.
In West Farmington, November 9, 1944, by Rev. J. P. Barrett, 
William Andrew Parker of Sandy River Plantation, and Helen Jane 
Soule of East Wilton.
In Strong, November 10, 1944, by Rev. Roy S. Graffam, Francis 
Hugh Ellsworth of Farmington, and Ruby Mae Hillier of Strong.
In Auburn, November 11, 1944, by Rev. John W. MacNeil, Levi 
Fred Currier of Farmington, and Elsa Augusta Foss of New Sharon.
In Farmington, November 11, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
William J. Kenny and L. May Hardison, both of New Sharon.
In Farmington, November 12, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, 
Kenneth Berton Bushey of Augusta, and Beatrice Marilyn Garneau of 
Farmington.
In Farmington, November 17, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
True Richard Rackliff of Industry, and Florence Evelyn Duley of 
Starks.
In Farmington, November 18, 1944, by Currier C. Holman, Justice 
of the Peace, Norman Bertis Harding of Temple, and Lona Mary Drew 
of Farmington.
In Farmington, November 18, 1944, by Byron M. Small, Justice of 
the Peace, Fred Sumner Savage and Clarabel Ladd, both of Mercer.
In West Farmington, November 24, 1944, by Rev. J. P. Barrett, 
Earl Louis Pelchat and Lillian Mae Luce, both of Wilton.
In Belfast, November 26, 1944, by Rev. Frederick D. Hayes, Harold 
Noah Dunaver of Brunswick, and Glenys Howard of Farmington.
In Jay, December 6, 1944, by Rev. Earl B. Hunt, Rodolphus Burt 
Mason of Farmington, and Carolyn Tolman of New Sharon.
In Farmington, December 15, 1944, by Rev. Harding W. Gaylord, 
Richard Wesley Collins of Farmington, and Laura May Stockton of 
Bound Brook, New Jersey.
In Farmington, December 23, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Clark Weld Toothaker and Zelma Meisner, both of Chesterville.
In Kingfield, December 23, 1944, by Rev. G. Arthur Woodcock, 
Paul Otto Nile and Norma Elizabeth Heath, both of New Vineyard.
In Strong, December 27, 1944, by Rev. Willard H. Curtis, Sewall 
Vose of Strong, and Bernice Wright of Farmington.
In Farmington, December 31, 1944, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Robert Edward Mooar and Isabel Velma Nile, both of Farmington.
In Farmington, January 14, 1945, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Tracy Virgil Cain of Industry, and Vivian Etta Brackley of Strong.
In Farmington, January 17, 1945, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Charles Henry Skanes of Bell Island, Newfoundland, and Iris Garland 
Huff of Farmington.
In Farmington, January 18, 1945, by Rev. Albert G. Henderson, 
Reuben Harris of New Sharon, and Isobel Mae Woods of Farmington.
In West Farmington, January 20, 1945, by Rev. J. P. Barrett, 
Herbert Chester Lakin Jr. and Annette Louise Oram, both of Farm­
ington.
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DEATHS
Number of Deaths 112
Males 53
Females 59
In Farmington, August 27, 1943, Bertha Marden Merchant, age 
59 years, 3 months, 23 days.
In Rumford, January 8, 1944, Stella Goding Knowlton of Wilton, 
age 82 years, 10 months, 24 days.
In Wilton, January 12, 1944, Wallace Welch Jenkins of Temple, 
age 58 years, 9 months, 1 day.
In Farmington Falls, January 21, 1944, Edwin Stephen Longley, 
age 83 years, 10 months, 11 days.
In Pordand, January 24, 1944, Janice Eileen Richmond, age 11 
months, 10 days.
In Farmington, January 26, 1944, Myra L. Woodcock, age 73 years, 
9 months, 6 days.
In Lewiston, January 26, 1944, William H. Greaton, age 78 years, 
22 days.
In Waterville, January 26, 1944, Leland Earl Davis, age 5 years, 2 
months, 20 days.
In Farmington, January 27, 1944, Minerva Emma Smith of New 
Vineyard, age 81 years, 8 months, 21 days.
In Farmington, February 3, 1944, Mary A. Stevens, age 86 years, 
3 months, 8 days.
In Farmington, February 9, 1944, Emily Adams Works, age 93 
years, 2 months, 22 days.
In Farmington, February 13, 1944, Annie E. Whitney of Phillips, 
age 59 years, 9 months, 17 days.
In Farmington, February 13, 1944, Rachel Goff Reed, age 84 years, 
3 months, 22 days.
In Farmington, February 14, 1944, Nettie Walton Moody of East 
Wilton, age 90 years, 20 days.
In Farmington, February 16, 1944, Henry Burton Voter, age 76 
years, 9 months, 8 days.
In Farmington, February 29, 1944, Henry Clifford Luce, age 55 
years, 6 months, 12 days.
In Farmington, March 1, 1944, James Boyce, age 69 years, 26 days.
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In Farmington, March 2, 1944, Bonita Doris Corson of Chesterville, 
age 1 year, 5 months, 15 days.
In Farmington, March 12, 1944, Fred Herbert Tozier, age 85 years, 
2 months, 3 days.
In Farmington, March 16, 1944, John H. Norton, age 68 years, 3 
months, 2 days.
In Farmington, March 18, 1944, Jessie Lyndon Foss, age 70 years, 
11 months, 7 days.
In Farmington, March 18, 1944, John Forrest Locke, age 65 years,
2 months, 4 days.
In Rangeley, March 19, 1944, Jean Frederick Collins, age 54 years, 
8 months, 9 days.
In Farmington, March 23, 1944, Ena A. Brackett of Salem, age 73 
years, 6 months, 15 days.
In Farmington, March 28, 1944, Ruth Brackley of Freeman, age 
52 years, 4 months, 28 days.
In Industry, March 31, 1944, Viola A. Smith of Industry, age 83 
years, 7 days.
In Farmington, April 9, 1944, Eugene R. Mace of Strong, age 16 
years, 10 months, 7 days.
In Farmington, April 15, 1944, Charles Melville Lunt, age 78 years, 
4 months, 8 days.
In Farmington, April 20, 1944, Joe Hunter of Rumford, age 54 
years, 4 months, 10 days.
In Farmington, April 20, 1944, Edward R. Stanley, age 82 years,
3 months, 11 days.
In Farmington, April 25, 1944, Susie C. Myrick, age 65 years, 8 
months, 14 days.
In Farmington, April 27, 1944, Sarah Elizabeth Hammond, age 77 
years, 8 months, 28 days.
In Wilton, April 27, 1944, Claire M. Goodwin, age 32 years, 8 
months, 19 days.
In Burrellville, R. I., April 27, 1944, Janice Carolyn Dickson of 
Wickford, R. I., age 1 month, 3 days.
In Farmington, April 29, 1944, Fred Adelbert Wade, age 85 years,
4 months, 13 days.
In Farmington, May 4, 1944, Hurlburt Roscoe Cunningham, age 
74 years, 6 months, 4 days.
In Farmington, March 2, 1944, Ann Mary Gheslaisne Labbe, age
5 days.
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In Farmington, May 7, 1944, Ellen H. Record o£ Livermore Falls, 
age 55 years, 6 months, 29 days.
In Dexter, May 10, 1944, Deane W. Rollins of Dexter, age 61 years, 
7 months, 15 days.
In Farmington, May 13, 1944, Lewis Robash, age 66 years, 11 
months, 23 days.
In Farmington, May 16, 1944, Harry E. Bell, age 69 years, 6 
months, 18 days.
In Farmington, May 19, 1944, Charles Franklin Davis, age 83 
years, 4 months, 25 days.
In Rumford, May 19, 1944, Alverd J. Dunsmoor of Dixfield, age 
76 years, 3 months, 23 days.
In Bangor, May 22, 1944, Leslie C. Adams, age 49 years, 9 months, 
19 days.
In Lewiston, May 24, 1944, Stanley A. Moceus of New Sharon, age 
74 years, 3 months, 22 days.
In Farmington, June 4, 1944, Richard M. Raymond, age 19 years, 
2 months, 4 days.
In Farmington, June 6, 1944, George Augustus Thomas, age 79 
years, 11 months, 12 days.
In Farmington, June 7, 1944, Oliver Pettee Stewart, age 69 years, 
2 months, 15 days.
In Farmington, June 10, 1944, Ira E. Russell, age 70 years, 8 
months, 13 days.
In Farmington, June 15, 1944, Seth M. Newton of New Sharon, 
age 72 years, 4 months, 8 days.
In Farmington, June 19, 1944, Feme Sweetser Smith of Phillips, 
age 42 years, 6 months, 18 days.
In Farmington, June 25, 1944, William H. Merchant, age 82 years, 
19 days.
In Farmington, June 25, 1944, Charles F. Borden, age 64 years, 11 
months, 25 days.
In Farmington, June 29, 1944, Kathleen N. McKechnie, age 37 
years, 11 months, 21 days.
In Farmington, June 30, 1944, Percy C. Stanley of Kezar Falls, age 
69 years, 17 days.
In Portland, July 2, 1944, Lillian M. Holley of Pordand, age 74 
years, 1 month, 18 days.
In Farmington, July 4, 1944, Baby Conner of Pordand, age 20 
minutes.
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In Augusta, July 10, 1944, Ai W. Buzzell of Augusta, age 67 years, 
8 days.
In Phillips, July 12, 1944, George H. True of Phillips, age 86 
years, 8 months, 24 days.
In Farmington, July 13, 1944, Walter L. Spearin, age 73 years, 11 
months, 25 days.
In Farmington, July 13, 1944, Gertrude M. Greenleaf, age 22 
years, 5 months, 1 day.
In Farmington, July 14, 1944, Bertha L. Burns, age 73 years, 3 
months, 11 days.
In Wilton, July 15, 1944, Alfred R. Allen, age 74 years, 1 month, 17 
days.
In Farmington, July 18, 1944, Julia Stella Holmes of Wilton, age 
85 years, 9 months, 8 days.
In Farmington Falls, July 18, 1944, Mildred Rackliff Davis of W il­
ton, age 59 years, 10 months, 28 days.
In Mt. Vernon, July 23, 1944, Lulu Elizabeth Sanborn of Mt. Ver­
non, age 78 years, 3 months, 2 days.
In Farmington, August 7, 1944, Leon Maurice Leavitt of Strong, 
age 28 years, 1 month, 20 days.
In Farmington, August 8, 1944, Anna L. Stolt, age 70 years, 15 
days.
In Farmington, August 16, 1944, Rebecca J. Seavey of Chisholm, 
age 8 years, 5 months, 24 days.
In Hiram, August 19, 1944, Hazel A. Crawford of Hiram, age 48 
years, 10 months, 23 days.
In Farmington, August 21, 1944, Lillian S. Robertson of Oak Park, 
Illinois, age 55 years, 4 months, 23 days.
In Farmington, August 24, 1944, Minnie L. Ward Read of Cran­
ston, R. I., age 66 years, 5 months, 9 days.
In Farmington, August 28, 1944, George W. White of Malden, 
Mass., age 74 years, 5 months, 3 days.
In Farmington, September 1, 1944, John T. Daggett, age 62 years, 
3 months, 19 days.
In Farmington, September 3, 1944, Herman S. Lisherness, age 81 
years, 2 months, 6 days.
In Lewiston, September 8, 1944, Jean Heaward, age 11 months, 25 
days.
In Farmington, July 6, 1944, Ranold Walsh of Phillips, age 50
years, 2 months, 27 days.
v
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In Farmington, September 22, 1944, Esther Mae Meader of Nor- 
ridgewock, age 214 hours.
In Auburn, September 23, 1944, Lewis Kershner of Auburn, age 
70 years, 4 months, 19 days.
In Farmington, October 1, 1944, Hannah Rae Norton, age 26 
years, 4 months, 1 day.
In Farmington, October 4, 1944, Frances LaBree, age 8 months, 22 
days.
In Farmington Falls, October 5, 1944, Etta May Decker, age 7 days.
In Providence, R. I., October 11, 1944, Rena Betsey Schanz, age 
47 years, 10 months, 9 days.
In West Farmington, October 12, 1944, Annie G. Twombly, age 
81 years, 10 days.
In Portland, October 12, 1944, Lester Russell, age 41 years, 27 days.
In Farmington, October 13, 1944, Charles W. Bell, age 71 years, 8 
months, 14 days.
In Farmington Falls, October 20, 1944, Jennie A. Foss, age 83 
years, 9 months, 29 days.
In Farmington, October 21, 1944, Ardella Conant Small, age 84 
years, 9 months, 5 days.
In Farmington, October 25, 1944, Lettie Marie Mahoney, age 76 
years, 1 month, 3 days.
In Farmington, October 30, 1944, Martha Helena Swift Ripley, age 
77 years, 24 days.
In Farmington, October 31, 1944, Joseph Patric King, age 62 years, 
7 months, 14 days.
In Augusta, November 4, 1944, Fay E. Doyen of New Sharon, age 
25 years, 3 months, 15 days.
In Farmington, November 7, 1944, Susan Leonora Russell, age 17 
hours.
In South Portland, November 7, 1944, Helen W. Merrill, age 90 
years, 9 months, 19 days.
In Farmington, November 9, 1944, Archie Leland Lufkin of 
Madrid, age 70 years, 5 months, 8 days.
In Farmington, November 14, 1944, Walter Earl Wright of East 
Dixfield, age 65 years, 3 months, 13 days.
In Farmington, November 19, 1944, Albert John Coffren of Phil­
lips, age 49 years, 2 months, 14 days.
In Farmington, September 11, 1944, Blanche N. Cook, age 61
years, 10 months, 1 day.
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In Farmington, November 23, 1944, Arthur I. Rackliff, age 73 
years, 2 months, 19 days.
In Corinth, November 30, 1944, Edward Norton of Presque Isle, 
age 97 years, 2 months, 8 days.
In Phillips, December 10, 1944, Grace E. Mitchell of Phillips, age
70 years, 9 months, 21 days.
In Farmington, December 14, 1944, Edna V. Small, age 72 years,
8 months, 12 days.
In Farmington, December 15, 1944, Aura G. Eaton, age 92 years,
9 months.
In Farmington, December 19, 1944, Charlotte Ida May Marks of 
New Sharon, age 57 years, 1 month, 19 days.
In Farmington, December 21, 1944, Nellie G. Fotter of Stratton, 
age 82 years, 9 months, 14 days.
In Augusta, December 23, 1944, William W. Robash of Manches­
ter, age 58 years, 11 months, 7 days.
In Farmington, December 25, 1944, Lillian Emma Adams 
Blanchard, age 74 years, 2 months, 7 days.
In West Farmington, January 6, 1945, Ruel W. Barrett, age 84 
years, 4 months.
In Farmington, January 9, 1945, Carrie LeBrun, age 93 years, 6 
months, 23 days.
In Farmington, January 13, 1945, Elizabeth Buchanan, age 64 
years, 18 days.
In Industry, January 20, 1945, Elbridge Johnson Rand of Industry, 
age 66 years, 6 months, 22 days.
In Portland, January 26, 1945, Alice M. Greenleaf, age 59 years, 5 
months, 6 days,
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Report of Farmington School 
Department
To th e S up erin ten d in g  S ch oo l C om m ittee :
I present herewith my annual report of the Schools of Farmington.
It is gratifying to report that in general the schools of Farmington 
arc operating on a somewhat more satisfactory basis this year than last 
although throughout the country as a whole schools find themselves in 
a more critical situation daily. This favorable condition in Farmington 
is due principally to two factors: more money and expanded courses.
The increased funds made available at the 1944 town meeting made 
it possible to offer teachers somewhat better salaries and placed the 
school officials in a more strategic position in bidding for teachers’ serv­
ices. As pointed out last year, bidding for teachers’ services although 
frowned upon professionally has become almost imperative if teaching 
service is to be secured. Nothing in these remarks should be construed 
as indicating that Farmington’s salaries are high or even satisfactory. 
Our teachers are still in the lower paid brackets for the state as a whole 
and they are most certainly deserving of further increases. In fact such 
increases must be anticipated if efficient teachers are to be retained in 
our school.
All schools opened for the fall term on September 11, and have con­
tinued with very little interruption since. During the first two weeks 
of school an attempt was made to alleviate the labor shortage in the 
canning factories and on the farms. The high school was operated on a 
very short single session and many pupils worked during the afternoon 
while other pupils were excused for the entire day if their services were 
needed in connection with harvesting. It is believed that in this way 
the schools did contribute materially and effectively to the labor needs 
during the critical harvesting period. It is hoped with a little more 
cooperative planning between school officials and employers that a simi­
lar plan can be followed next year and that the contribution of the 
schools can be even greater than last fall. It is certain that this early
opening of the high school is of a decided advantage in the work of 
the school. Furthermore it gives opportunity for necessary vacations 
of satisfactory length, for the required 180 days of school, at the same 
time it permits a reasonably satisfactory and early date for closing in 
June, and it avoids the necessity of trying to make up lost time during 
vacations and on Saturdays.
When schools opened they were staffed with a full corps of 22 
teachers. The Mallett School is not included in this figure. Of the 22 
teachers, 9 were new to their positions but in spite of the serious teacher 
shortage all were fully certified and well qualified for their work. It is 
believed that each new teacher is carrying on as competently as his pre­
decessor and that there has been no lowering in the standards of teachers 
employed by the town of Farmington. Farmington can well take satis­
faction in the quality of service being rendered its boys and girls by the 
teachers in its schools.
Farmington was especially fortunate last fall in being able to re­
establish work in physical education and especially in the choice of a 
director. The work of this department has been wholly organized by 
Mr. Pearl and is the result of several years of experience in athletics and 
physical education both as a participant and as an instructor. The 
course as being carried out was prepared by him during his studies last 
summer at Springfield and the University of Maine and meets with the 
approval of the State Department of Education. Lacking a recent state 
course of study in Physical Education, Mr. Pearl’s syllabus has been in 
considerable demand and is now being used in several parts of the state. 
Farmington is one of the few towns in the state offering work in Physi­
cal Education from the primary grades through the high school under 
the supervision of a fully qualified director. Needless to say, Mr. Pearl 
should be relieved of some of his varied duties by the appointment of 
an assistant, especially one to work directly with the girls.
Again in these times to introduce a course in Industrial Arts and 
secure the services of a competent instructor is gratifying. Although 
the school budget of last year did not call for the introduction' of this 
course a study of the needs and the material assistance available for the 
introduction of such a course made it seem unwise to postpone offering 
work in this field if it could be financed without undue hardship to 
the town. No one will deny that the fully equipped wood working 
shop under the instruction of Mr. Hannaford has proved its worth and 
justified its existence to the more than 50 boys taking the work. We 
are greatly indebted to this department for much construction and repair
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work and many alterations that have been carried out in the high school 
building this fall. It is feared that at times these undertakings may 
have approached the point of exploitation. Mr. Hannaford now has 
plans under way for the expansion of this department to include metal 
working and eventually to make vocational work available in the junior 
and senior years.
In the rural schools the pupil load is unduly heavy especially since 
all teachers must care for from 3-5 grades. I say again this year that 
this situation could be relieved by a more completely consolidated pro­
gram especially in the upper grades. Many parents are conscious of 
the handicaps of a rural school with several grades to a teacher and 
have requested permission to send their children to the Village School. 
The lack of transportation facilities seems the greatest hindrance to 
granting such permission.
Conveyance facilities in Farmington are wholly inadequate to meet 
the needs of the pupils or to provide improved school opportunities 
through more effective consolidation plans. Both school bus routes 
(Gardiner and York) are entirely too long to provide satisfactory school 
hours for school children and yet additional smaller conveyances would 
not have the capacity to care for the number of children who must ride. 
Private cars serving some of the routes are overcrowded but there seems 
to be nothing of any greater capacity available. If adequate transporta­
tion facilities are to be provided, if the safety and comfort of the chil­
dren is to be preserved and if school opportunities are to be improved, 
more and better school conveyances must be made available. It is gen­
erally conceded that children should not be obliged to leave home earlier 
than one hour before the opening of school and that they should be re­
turned to their homes not later than one hour after the close of the 
school session. With present bus facilities it is impossible to comply 
with this standard. It is further conceded that to preserve the safety 
and comfort of the children a bus should be heated and should be so 
garaged that necessary minor repairs, overhauling and upkeep can be 
conveniently taken care of during the hours that a bus is not actually 
on the road. Under present conditions this standard cannot be met. 
And again it is conceded in small communities that better school oppor­
tunities are obtained as school systems are more completely consolidated 
by effective conveyance policies. Here, too, this desirable standard can­
not be achieved with present transportation facilities. I cannot too 
strongly urge that the problem of school conveyance be given early and 
favorable consideration. Although improved bus accommodations will
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entail increased costs, they will result in a wise and economic invest­
ment of school money. It should be borne in mind by parents who 
have children to be conveyed that the first responsibility for getting 
any child to school rests with the parent regardless of how far from or 
how near the school building he may reside. Furthermore this is a 
truism whether adequate or inadequate facilities are available.
During the summer months a start was made at redecorating the 
high school building, especially the entrance approaches. The ceilings 
and walls of the front corridors were newly paihted in light shades, 
more attractive light fixtures were installed, the floors were sanded and 
refinished and new rubberoid runners laid. In addition to the above, 
desk tops were sanded and refinished in several of the class rooms, new 
window shades were hung in the assembly hall, the commercial rooms 
and the corridors, and fluorescent lights were installed in the commercial 
rooms and shop. The above renovations make a decided improvement 
in the appearance of the building but there is still considerably more 
work to be done. Many of the stair treads are badly worn and a source 
of danger, all floors need to be sanded and refinished, the class room 
walls and ceilings need to be repainted and more desk tops need refin­
ishing. It is hoped that this work can be continued through the coming 
summer and that over a three year period the entire building will have 
been completely renovated. In this connection it seems pertinent to 
point out that high school quarters are seriously cramped and as the 
work of the school is expanded this handicap becomes more serious. 
Daily the need for bringing the Home Economics Department in closer 
proximity to the high school building is felt in order that the work 
may be better coordinated with the high school program. Better and 
more adequate cafeteria facilities are needed, special rooms for music 
and art should be provided, improved and modern sanitary facilities are 
extremely urgent, and additional gymnasium facilities should adjoin the 
building. The need for enlarged high school quarters is so pressing it 
seems that the town should soon be making plans, at least, for providing 
these necessities either by the erection of a new building or by enlarging 
and remodeling present facilities.
The classrooms in the Farmington Falls school were repainted last 
summer and new light colored shades were purchased for the upper 
room. This improved the general appearance of the rooms but a great 
deal more work should be done before the building can present an 
attractive appearance and meet present'day sch<?ol needs.
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At Fairbanks it was found necessary during the summer to install 
a new furnace. This has somewhat improved the heating facilities of 
the building but on cold, windy days it is still difficult to heat satisfac­
torily. The walls and ceiling of this building need repainting and both 
the natural and artificial lighting need to be improved. The interior of 
West Farmington building should be redecorated either this year or
next and some repair work done on the roof.
*
An examination of the school maintenance accounts reveals a de­
cidedly more satisfactory condition than last year. When the books 
were closed a year ago there was a total overdraft in these accounts of 
$608.11; this year is found an unexpended balance of $1,856.22. It 
should be noted here that during the first half of the current school 
year, the Physical Education program and the expanded Industrial 
Arts course have been financed from the high school account. Of 
course this favorable balance is due to the increased appropriation 
granted at the last town meeting. In the Repairs Account will be 
found an overdraft of $217.58 which was caused by the necessity of 
purchasing a new furnace at the Fairbanks school. In some of the other 
school accounts will be found overdrafts caused by unforeseen or emer­
gency expenditures. The over all picture of school accounts, however, 
shows a total unexpended balance of $1,301.39. Because of a sizeable 
credit balance in the elementary school account the budget calls for an 
appropriation considerably less than last year and because the Industrial 
Arts work will be financed from the Industrial Arts account and Physi­
cal Education from a Physical Education account, the budget also calls 
for a smaller appropriation in the high school account. However, the 
appropriations in the two special accounts named above must be in­
creased over those of last year. The total appropriations for schools is 
less than $100.00 in excess of that of last year. It should be borne in 
mind, however, that as the work of the schools is expanded to meet the 
needs of the boys and girls of Farmington it cannot be expected that 
they can long be financed on similar appropriations unless funds are 
made available from other sources.
v
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The tabulation below gives the enrollment in the Farmington 
Schools as of January 1, 1945.
Grade S.P. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
W. G. Mallett 38 34 22 33 26 32 23 43 37 288
West Farmington 15 7 13 8 5 8 12 9 7 84
Red Schoolhouse 2 3 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 19
Fairbanks Grammar 10 13 8 7 11 0 7 13 8 77
Farmington Falls 10 5 8 15 13 5 7 8 0 71
Total 75 62 54 65 56 46 51 75 55 539
Grade 9 10 11 12
Farmington High School 57 53 44 39 193
Grand Total 732
In addition to the above, 4 Farmington pupils are attending school 
in Chesterville and 2 in Wilton and of the above elementary enrollment 
30 are tuition pupils from Chesterville and 6 from New Vineyard. 
During the Fall term 55 tuition pupils were enrolled in the high school.
In connection with tuition pupils it might be mentioned that the 
tuition rate is now $120.00 a year at Farmington. It can readily be seen 
that the tuition received in any one year is of considerable assistance in 
financing the high school. In view of this, it would seem wise to go to 
some length in making the offerings of our high school attractive to 
tuition pupils by including some special courses which will meet their 
needs.
Although it is impossible to include with this report a calendar for 
the fiscal year, it may be of interest to some to know that the Spring 
vacations will be from March 30 to April 9, that the elementary schools 
will close June 8, and the high school June 15. April 19 and May 30 
will be observed by the closing of school on those days.
Attached to this report are reports of the high school Principal, the 
Supervisors of Art and Music, the Public Health Nurse, and a financial 
statement of school accounts.
Respectfully submitted,
J. ARTHUR GREEN,
Supt. o f Schools.
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Financial Statement
COMMON SCHOOLS
Credits
Appropriation El. Schools $18,500 00
Appropriation Conveyance 4,550 00
Tuition
Chesterville 1.168 00
New Vineyard 450 00
Reimbursement (Clerk Hire)
New Vineyard 35 00
Temple 17 50
Industry 35 00
Chesterville 76 00
Interest on Permanent School Fund (Mrs. B.
Titcomb) 27 52
State School Fund Allocation 3,741 75
Debits
Overdraft 1943-44
Teachers’ Salaries
Iola Perkins $1,600 00
Lois Russell 1,119 40
Jane Yost 1,251 20
Fannie Austin 475 20
Elsie Dill 495 00
Doris Dearborn 738 82
Beatrice Milliken 250 00
Geraldine Given 450 00
Jane Gray 550 00
Madeline Green 1,025 00
Alice McLaughlin 1,119 40
Anita Oakes 475 20
Viola Farrington 565 00
Thelma Connors 90 00
Mrs. Stanley Ryan 25 00
$28,600 77
$101 88
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Glen E. Rodgers $ 28 00
Mary Russell 260 00
Madeline Hannaford 140 00
Mrs. Donald Metcalf 125 00
Janitors’ Salaries & Supplies
J. A. Craig $373 25
George Frederic 203 00
Elmer Webber 322 00
Verna Yeaton 89 50
Viola Farrington 3 50
Cuthbert Straw 102 00
Lena Massis 28 00
Croswell Bro. 4 87
Eva Campbell 12 50
Hugh Campbell 15 00
Leroy Hall 15 75
Beatrice Webber 15 75
H. L. Hall 15 60
Sadie Heminway 12 00
Wilfred McLeary Co. 9 60
A. S. Lowell 22 39
Oliver P. Stewart Estate 23 47
$10,782 22
$1,268 18
Fuel, Light & Water
Harry E. Lovejoy $ 56 00
Maine Consolidated Power Co. 108 39
Farmington Falls Water 16 67
Elmer Webber 24 00
Verna Yeaton 10 25
B. J. Hutchins 3 50
Fred Blanchard 1,012 50
Fred Frederic 55 75
Arthur Gordon 9 00
J. A. Craig 40 00
$1,336 06
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Tuition
Treasurer of State $7,500 00
Town of Chestervillc 534 50
Town of Wilton
\
280 75
l
1
Conveyance
Wesley Luce $ 108 00
W. I. Gardiner 1,368 00
Nellie Richards 1,080 00
Carl Stolt 423 00
Vinton Voter 810 00
Linwood York 1,008 00
Raymond Hiltz 180 00
F. Osborne 8 00
Iola Perkins 62 76
Holmes H. Bailey 21 00
Grand Total Common Schools 
Unexpended
HIGH SCHOOL
Credits
Unexpended 1943-44 $ 1,017 86
Appropriation High School 16,550 00
Tuition
Carl Tozier 60 00
Carthage 60 00
Chesterville 1,503 55
Industry 1,100 00
Jack Hagerstrom 60 00
New Vineyard 1,440 00
Temple 367 88
Vienna 280 00
State School Fund Allocation 342 45
$8,315 25
$5,068 76 
$26,872 35 
$1,728 42
$22,781 74
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Debits
Teachers’ Salaries
Marion Bryant $1,570 00
Lydia Johnson 1,472 50
Melville Johnson 2,528 80
Esther Judkins 632 50
Warren Pearl 1,191 62
Lillian Kelley 1,485 00
Josephine McAlary 547 20
Franklin Hannaford 1,103 12
Emma McLeary 1,410 00
May Miner 418 00
Emily Candage 800 00
Edith Nunan 742 50
Erna Howard 750 00
Eva Roberts 728 00
Elizabeth Caldwell 750 00
John P. Williams 1,210 00
Richard Gould 1,000 00
Elizabeth Frederic 218 00
$18,557 24
Janitor (salary & supplies)
F. W. Heminway $1,325 00
Beckley Cardy Co. 72 94
West Disinfecting Co. 12 88
Scot Kendall 4 50
Wilfred McLeary Co. 29 62
Bragdon Paint Co. 200 31
Underwood Elliott 8 60
L. T. Brooks 162 75
W. W. Small 2 45
Sadie Heminway 14 40
C. B. Dolge Co. 2 30
Edward Babb Co. 82 33
$1,918 08
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Fuel, Lights, Water
Maine Consolidated Power Co. $595 13
Taylor’s Filling Station 18 00
C. W. Steele Co. 500 72
S. J. Luce Co. 491 47
F. L. Butler Co. 486 68
Adas Products 9 42
Farmington Water Dept. 85 00
52,186 42
Grand Total H. S. 522,661 74
Unexpended $120 00
SUPPLIES
Credits
Appropriation 51,600 00
Refund, New England T. & T. 7 85
State School Fund Allocation 1,591 14
53,198 99
Debits
Overdraft 1943-44 $1,500 14
High School Classroom
Allyn & Bacon $ 1 86
The Barton Press 52 95
H. F. Carr 36 00
Gledhill Bros. Inc. 228 28
Edward E. Babb Co. 42 54
New Eng. T. & T. Co. 29 81
Graves Typewriter 9 00
Loring, Short & Harmon 1 88
Kinney Duplicator Co. 59 89
Remington Rand Inc. 41 80
Silver Burdett Co. 36 23
The World Book Co. 22 44
H. P. White & Co. 8 25
The Gregg Writer 2 00
V
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South-Western Pub. Co. $ 30 76
Roberts Office Supply Co. 3 45
Hardy’s Pharmacy 2 00
J. L. Hammett 75 76
Underwood Elliott 26 87
American Library Association 4 00
Beckley-Cardy Co. 3 42
Phillips Paper Co. 4 85
Laidlaw Bros. 1 98
Denoyer-Geppert Co. 16 54
Luella Clark 1 39
Horace Partridge 19 34
United Nations In. Office 3 50
Wilfred McLeary 33 69
Gregg Pub. Co. 4 30
W. W. Small 19 19
Science Research Association 147 75
High School Laboratory
Underwood Elliott $10 00
Luella Clark 1 51
Athletic Trainers Supply Co. 6 40
Central Scientific Co. 6 07
Elementary Schools
McCormick-Mathers $ 45 32
Jane Yost 7 85
New Eng. T. & T. Co. 79 98
Wilfred McLeary 1 15
Standard Products Co. 12 63
Gledhill Bros. 176 46
Davis Press Inc. 8 00
Jr. Arts & Activity 3 25
Edward Babb Co. 94 63
The Knowlton & McLeary Co. 22 75
J. L. Hammett Co. 14 35
$981 72
$23 98
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The Barton Press $45 75
J. Arthur Green 9 00
Bureau of Pub. 4 35
World Book Co. 37 57
Woodruff Printing 6 81
American Education Press 59 60
Papcrcrafters 14 58
J. L. Hammett Co. 1 94
Croswell Brothers 3 46
California Test Bureau 14 46
Webster Pub. Co. 90
Dakin Sporting Goods Co. 19 08
Workable Primary Ideas 1 00
$684 87
Grand Total Supplies $3,191 14
Unexpended $7 85
TEXTBOOKS
Credits
Appropriation $1,200 00
State School Fund Allocation 506 81
$1,706 81
Debits
Overdraft 1943-44 $23 52
High School Classroom
Carl Fisher Inc. $ 42 23
Webster Pub. Co. 14 83
Macmillan Co. 45 61
Allyn & Bacon 52 43
P. F. Collier & Son 2 00
American Book Co. 19 26
Scott, Foresman Co. 13 81
McGraw-Hill Co. 12 75
D. Appleton Century 1 86
Book Service 56
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John C. Winston Co. $ 1 41
Noble & Noble 2 06
R. D. Cortina Co. 33 91
D. C. Heath Co. 33 65
Music Pub. Holding 4 20
Harold Flammer 74
Board of Education 2 00
American Crayon 13 75
Ginn & Co. 120 18
Mutual Music Supply Co. 12 06
C. C. Birchard & Co. 18 72
Gregg Publishing Co. 86 55
National Recreation Association 6 15
Houghton Mifflin 67 34
Penn. Folk Ind. 3 00
Silver Burdett 12 26
U. S. Gov. Printing Office 25
$623 57
High School Library
American Book Co. $ 20 25
Quarrie Corp. 76 01
Scott, Foresman 2 17
Pacific Press Pub. 7 15
McGraw-Hill Co. 2 07
Science Research Association 26 19
Funk & Wagnalls Co. 3 13
John C. Winston Co. 3 78
Twentieth Century 3 00
Herman Goldberger 107 80
Houghton Mifflin 10 98
Foreign Policy Association 6 00
P. M. Inc. 5 80
Grolier Society 2 25
Fred L. Tower 14 00
$290 58
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Elementary Schools
Scott, Foresman Co $234 84
Macmillan Co. 103 19
Webster Pub. Co. 42 07
Ginn & Co. 99 72
Silver, Burdett 14 76
L, W. Singer Co. 17 75
World Book Co. 29 38
Pan American Union 50
American Book Co. 8 33
D. C. Heath & Co. 63 35
Laidlavv Brothers 8 16
John Winston Co. 35 01
Houghton Mifflin 45 11
Arlo Pub. Co. 5 64
D. Appleton-Century 3 10
American Ed. Press 8 13
Prentice-Hall Inc. 1 58
A. S. Barnes & Co. 23 18
Lea & Febiger 3 75
McCormick Mathers Pub. Co. 5 64
Civic Ed. Service 7 20
Dakin Sporting Goods Co. 7 85
Beckley Cardy Co. 90
$769 14
Grand Total Textbooks $1,706 81
HOME ECONOMICS AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Credits
Appropriation $760 00
State Subsidy 575 00
Unexpended 1943-44 239 02
$1,574 02
Debits
Instruction
Freda Skillin $1,150 00
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Textbooks and Supplies
W. W. Small Co. $ 2 42
Ginn & Co. 7 43
D. Appleton-Century 5 38
Metcalf Wood Products 4 38
C. S. Crosby 42 32
H. P. White Co. 13 71
Campbell’s 14 00
New York Store 35 88
Wilfred McLeary 45 16
Portland Tinware Co. 10 09
B. & E. Motor Express 19 61
Farmington Steam Laundry 65
Home Ec. Department
Alfreda Skillin 65 00
Riverside Greenhouses 5 00
J. B. Lippincott Co. 46 19
Litde, Brown Co. 1 82
Practical Home Ec. 2 00
Grand Total $1,484 94
Unexpended $89 08
REPAIRS ACCOUNT
Credits
Appropriation $1,000 00
Chas. Hobbs (sale of pump) 50 00
$1,050 00
Debits
Elementary School
Metcalf Wood Co. . $ 1 49
Town of Farmington 15 00
Oliver P. Stewart 30 37
Arthur A. Gordon 3 02
Croswell Bros. 10 56
C. B. Moody 366 67
$427 11
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High School
Metcalf Wood Co. $173 84
Oliver P. Stewart 117 05
Mrs. May Miner 15 00
F. L. Buder Co. 23 85
Beckley Cardy Co. 58 16
B. & E. Express 15 07
F. W. Heminway 1 75
Wilfred McLeary Co. 29 37
Utility Shop 22 00
Maine Consolidated Power Co. 331 45
C. B. Moody 52 93
Grand Total 
Overdraft
Credits
Appropriation
INSURANCE ACCOUNT
$935 00
Debits
Weber Insurance Agency
Sumner Mills
Currier Insurance Agency
$437 94 
166 97 
332 81
Grand Total 
Overdraft
I
Credits
Appropriation
MEDICAL INSPECTION ACCOUNT
$200 00
v
$840 47 
$1,267 58 
$217 58
$935 00
$937 72 
$2 72
$200 00
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Debits
Dr. Weymouth $500 00
Grand Total 
Overdraft
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNT
Credits
Unexpended 1943-44 
Appropriation
Debits
J. Arthur Green
$ 62 85
1,250 00
1,436 46
$500 00 
$300 00
1,312 85
Grand Total $1,436 46 
$123 61Overdraft
High School Principal's Report
, \
\ -------------------
To S up erin tend en t o f S chools, J. Arthur G reen :
My report as principal of Farmington High School is herewith sub­
mitted.
The Fall term opened September 11, 1944 with an enrollment in 
the four classes as follows: Freshman 57, Sophomore 53, Junior 44, 
Senior 39. Since the opening date 18 have entered and 19 have left, 
leaving a present enrollment of 192. Of those leaving 4 have transferred 
to other schools and 6 boys have entered the armed forces.
The teaching staff includes Richard Gould, Science; Marion Bry­
ant, English; Elizabeth Caldwell, Commercial; Erna Howard, Social 
Science; Emily Candage, Latin and Civics; Emma McLeary, French 
and Spanish; Lydia Johnson, English; Lillian Kelley, Commercial; 
Freda Skillin, Home Economics; Franklin Hannaford, General Shop 
and General Mathematics; Warren Pearl, Physical Education; Marah 
Webster, Art; Iola Perkins, Music; and Melville Johnson, Mathematics.
By allowing less time in opening the school at the beginning of 
each session it is possible to provide a 49 minute class period without 
lengthening the school day. The morning session opens at 8:15 A.M. 
and closes at 11:45 A.M. and includes four class periods. The after­
noon session opens at 1 P.M. and closes at 3:30 P.M. and includes two 
class periods and the special activity period which is held each day 
directly following the noon hour. Activities which are carried on dur­
ing this special period include, Music, Art, and Dramatics. Full use is 
made of the library during this period. Teachers also arrange for con­
ferences with students who need them and Physical Education classes 
for girls are also conducted during this special period on four days each 
week.
The course in General Shop introduced for the first time this year 
has enrolled 58 boys. This course offers practical training for boys in 
some manual skills and will be of direct benefit to many boys who later 
earn their living in the trades.
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This year we provided that all freshmen girls take the new course 
named Science of Home Living and taught by the home economics 
teacher. This course is given in the high school building and it is not 
a laboratory course but includes units on health, hygiene and social prob­
lems of living. As a part of this course a series of lectures on Healthy 
Living, by the public health nurse is given. Twenty-eight girls are en­
rolled.
Elementary Spanish is offered this year for the first time and 30 
students have enrolled in the course. Because of little demand only two 
years of Latin are given this year and as a future policy we shall offer 
two years each in Latin, French and Spanish.
The commercial course has been strengthened by the addition of 
business arithmetic in the sophomore year and the placing of bookkeep­
ing in the third and fourth years instead of second and third. The sen­
ior course in office practice offers practical training to the advanced com­
mercial students. Some of our commercial students have already had 
the benefit of work experience on a part time basis in the business offices 
of our town and it is planned that all students in this class be given 
some practical experience before the year is concluded.
Physical Education for all students has been made a part of the 
regular schedule this year, the boys having four periods and the girls 
two each week. This is a very important phase of the school program 
and the resumption of physical education has had a beneficial effect on 
the school as a whole. The outlet which this training provides, as well 
as the health and social training it affords, is a decided factor in the 
general spirit and tone of the school.
The purchases of war bonds and stamps through student participa­
tion has amounted to $3,207.55 during the present school year. A con­
cert was presented last Spring by our combined musical organizations 
to promote the buying of bonds and stamps. Recently a citation was 
made to our school by The' Music War Council for our contribution to 
' the war effort through music.
The school annual was published last May and plans are well under­
way for its publication again this year. A public speaking program 
was presented and Miss Glennis York was chosen to represent our school 
in the state contest. After winning the regional contest Miss York par­
ticipated in the state finals at Augusta. Last November Parents Night 
was observed with teachers and parents meeting during the early part 
of the evening and later a program being presented in the community 
auditorium. The large number of parents and friends who attended was
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very gratifying and indicated an active interest on the part of parents in 
the high school. The senior play was presented in December with very 
good success. A repeat performance was given at Strong in January. 
The school newspaper has been published periodically.
Hot Lunch service is again provided this year and approximately 
50 students participate.
The athletic program has necessarily been curtailed because of the 
war yet we were able to have track and baseball teams last Spring and 
this Fall resumed varsity football. In basketball both boys’ and girls’ 
teams have completed a successful season.
The finances of our school are grouped in a general school account 
and Elizabeth Caldwell serves as school treasurer. Each class or other 
organization has a student treasurer who jointly with the school treas­
urer keep the records of that organization. The ten-cents-a-week plan 
of financing our activities seems to be a fair way of distributing the gen­
eral expenses of the school. This plan gives to the student, who sub­
scribes, paid-up class dues, admission to all sponsored social and athletic 
events, a subscription to the school newspaper and the school year book. 
Participation in the plan is not compulsory and no student is penalized 
if he chooses a pay-as-you-go basis. A majority of the students prefer 
the reduced rate plan and of 187 students who have joined the plan this 
year 151 have paid dues in full for the year. A statement of the condi­
tion of the various school accounts follows:
F ebruary 1, 1945
ASSETS
Checking account — First National Bank $1,655 84
Cash on hand 37 42
$1,693 26
LIABILITIES
Athletic Association $383 83
General Fund 341 29
Greyhound Barker 16 99
Laurel 216 74
Student Council 3 87
Freshman Class 26 43
Sophomore Class 170 89
Junior Class 124 21
v
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Senior Class $215 13
Magazine Campaign 171 88
Athletic Benefit Insurance 22 00
$1,693 26
The account entitled Magazine Campaign is a sum earned by sell­
ing magazines during the Fall term and by vote of the students is to be 
used for the erection of a permanent Service Honor Roll in the high 
school building.
Our school needs moving picture equipment for using educational 
films which are available at little expense. This equipment could also 
be used as an amplifying sound system. When we are able to build up 
a reserve in our General Fund we shall consider purchasing this desir­
able equipment for the use of our school.
Although the demands of the war continue to create tension and 
unbalance in the life of the school it does seem that we have made con­
siderable progress this year in developing our program. Irregular at­
tendance has lessened and our teaching staff has remained intact to the 
present time.
In closing may I take this opportunity to thank you for your help 
and cooperation in the organization of the high school work.
Respectfully submitted,
MELVILLE H. JOHNSON,
Principal.
Art Supervisor's Report
Mr. J. A rthur Green,
Supt. o f  S chools,
F arm ington , Maine.
D ear S ir :
I herewith submit my annual report as Supervisor of Art in the 
public schools of Farmington.
HIGH SCHOOL
The schedule gives two afternoons each week for Art in the High 
School. The enrollment at the opening of school was 45 but conflicts 
with other subjects forced all but 22 to drop out. Two of the classes 
come during the Activity period and often have to be omitted for 
assembly or special meetings. With few exceptions no pupil can get 
more than one period a week for Art under the present conditions and 
very little can be accomplished in that time. I have observed much 
talent and wish some solution might be found for its development. As 
I have stated before, the High School should have a full time Art 
teacher, a course which requires at least two periods each day, and an 
Art room equipped with drawing tables and a sink.
The aim of the course is to develop the creative ability of the pupil. 
The work includes original designs and compositions, figure drawing, 
color harmony and lettering.
One group is completing the Mural decorations started last spring 
on the walls of the coat room.
At the present time the pupils are working on Posters for the An­
nual Poppy Poster Contest. The posters winning first prize in the local 
contest are entered in the State contest, in which Farmington has previ­
ously won four first and two second prizes.
This year Art has been added to the schedule of Junior Home Eco­
nomics Classes. The course includes the principles of Design and Color 
harmony in relation to dress design and home decoration. Also letter-
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ing, designing place cards and the making and application of stencils
and wood blocks.
GRADE SCHOOLS
The outline for the grade schools is similar to that of last year. It 
is subject to changes whenever necessary for correlation with other sub­
jects and activity programs.
Grade 8 made some very interesting and original cartoons for the 
Program on Inflation which was given a few weeks ago. Grade 7 con­
tributed posters which were exhibited recently in the Savings Bank 
window, while Grade 5 made murals illustrating their original dia­
logues.
Some of the work is always on display in each room and parents 
and friends are cordially invited to visit.
Respectfully yours,
MARAH S. WEBSTER.
Report of Music Supervisor
Farmington, Maine, 
February 10, 1945.
Mr. J. A rthur G reen, 
S uperin tend en t o f  S chools, 
F arm ington , Maine.
D ear M r . G reen :
It gives me pleasure to submit my annual report as Supervisor of 
Music.
HIGH SCHOOL
In May, the musical clubs sponsored a war bond sales campaign 
which was carried out by the entire faculty and student body. On the 
closing night of the drive, a concert was given, followed by the crown­
ing of the Victory King and Queen of F. H. S. The goal of one Field 
Ambulance (nearly $1800) was reached, and presentation of the citation 
was made to Mr. Johnson by Mrs. Lyda Hall Berry, State Director of 
Schools at W ar Programs.
This year the registration for music is as follows:
Girls’ Glee Club 47
Boys’ Glee Club 24
Orchestra 29
Band 9
At a special assembly held on December 8, Miss Ruth Griffiths of 
the State Normal School, acting as a representative of the National 
Music War Council, presented the school with a citation for its contri­
bution to the national effort through music. Each member of the clubs 
was awarded a small certificate. This school and the Mallett School 
shared the honor of being the first schools in the state to receive such an 
award, and among the first five hundred in the nation.
During the past year music has been furnished for the following 
events, either by an entire organization or by representatives.
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February...........Assembly
March................ Assembly
April.................. Public Speaking
May....................Victory Concert
June....................Graduation Activities
October..............War Chest Program
November.........Assembly, Opportunity Circle
December..........Two Assemblies, Senior Play
January..............Grange, Senior Play (given in Strong)
Old South Church Annual Supper
This year students are working for music emblems, points being 
given for all types of worthwhile music activities in and out of school. 
The average student will need two years to complete the requirements 
for this emblem, but it may be earned in one year.
At the request of several students, an eighteen piece band has been 
organized. This includes nine students from this school and nine from 
the Mallett School.
Eleven members of the orchestra are taking lessons on their instru­
ments, and at least seventeen glee club members are singing in church 
choirs.
WILBERT G. MALLETT SCHOOL
Outstanding events of the spring for the musical clubs were the 
Red Cross Benefit which netted slightly over $80.00 for that organiza­
tion, and the Music Festival, proceeds of which were used to repair 
some of the larger school instruments.
This year the registration for musical organizations is as follows:
Girls’ Glee Club 48
Boys’ Glee Club 22
Orchestra 27
Band 9
In November a two-week war bond sales drive was sponsored by 
the musical clubs and carried out by the faculty and all the pupils. The 
goal was one Liaison Plane ($3000). When the results were announced 
at the close of the Thanks to the Yanks Concert, which climaxed the 
drive, the sales had amounted to $9700. Thus citations for three planes 
were presented to Mrs. deWever, director of school sales, by Mrs. Lyda 
Hall Berry. Following this, Rev. Albert Henderson, acting as a repre­
sentative of the National Music War Council of America, presented the 
school with a citation in recognition of its contribution to the national
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effort through music. Individuals who had participated in these events 
were awarded small certificates.
Events in which the musical clubs have participated, either as an 
entire group or by representatives, are listed below.
March.|................Red Cross Benefit Concert
M ay......................Music Festival
June..................... Graduation ,
October...............War Chest Program
December...........Thanks to the Yanks Concert, Christmas
Assembly
January............... Old South Church Annual Supper
Thirteen orchestra members are taking lessons on their instruments, 
and five of the older glee club girls are singing in church choirs.
Classroom music is taught once a week by the supervisor, and for 
the remainder of the week by the room teachers.
OUTSIDE SCHOOLS
All four schools participated in the Music Festival last May, furnish­
ing the first half of the program. Each school received the money from 
the tickets its pupils sold for its own use. A similar program is being 
planned for this year.
Registration for orchestra and glee club is as follows:
Fairbanks ..........................  Glee Club 12, Orchestra 7
Falls ................................... Glee Club 13, Orchestra 6
West Farmington ...........  Glee Club 21, Orchestra 9
The program for the extra music at each school provides orchestra 
and glee club one week, and instruction upon instruments the next 
week. Once in two weeks the orchestras are brought into town, so that 
the groups may rehearse together. This has stimulated interest in in­
strument study, and many more children would like to play if the instru­
ments were available.
Classroom music is taught once a week by the supervisor and car­
ried on by the room teachers for the remainder of the week. Teachers 
and pupils alike are deeply appreciative of several sets of new books.
v
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In conclusion, I should like to thank all my co-workers in the edu­
cational system for their help in carrying out the music program, and 
to express my appreciation to Mr. George Mosher for his work with the 
violin classes.
Respectfully submitted,
IOLA H. PERKINS,
Supervisor o f Music.
Annual Report of 
Public Health Nurse
OF FARMINGTON
Farmington has demonstrated its interest in the health of its citi­
zens and a concern for its children by providing a Public Health Nurs­
ing Service. This service has functioned since Feb. 10, 1944. The work 
done by the public health nurse has been in close cooperation with the 
family doctor whatever the type of service rendered. In the early days 
of the program the Farmington Health Council was set up. This Coun­
cil has functioned in helping to establish the new service through its 
understanding of accepted standards in the field of public health, an 
acquaintance with the health needs of the community, and a willingness 
to work for the community in health and related fields.
Through the school year the nurse has made weekly visits to each 
Farmington school. This has given the teachers an opportunity to dis­
cuss health problems thus giving the nurse an opportunity to keep in 
touch with the health needs of the schools. A total of 114 school visits 
were made. An important part of the school health program has been 
the visits in the homes of school children. Such visits were made to help 
the families plan for needed corrections and to carry on a health educa­
tion program to insure the best possible health for the school child. 
Two hundred and fifty-seven such visits were made. This has reduced 
the amount of time lost at school. In addition two clinics have been 
held in the schools where immunization for diphtheria, vaccination for 
smallpox and TB patch-testing were offered. A total of 330 immuniza­
tions, 225 vaccinations and 275 patch tests were given.
During July, Child Health Conferences were held in Farmington, 
Fairbanks, West Farmington and Farmington Falls. A total of 87 chil­
dren attended. Local committees in each community made all arrange­
ments, prepared the places where the Conferences were held, and helped 
at the Conferences. Infants and preschool age children attended. Each 
child received a physical examination by the attending physician, a 
mouth and dental examination by a dental hygienist, and immunization 
for diphtheria and vaccination for smallpox were offered. Needed cor­
rections were discussed with the mothers. These Conferences are a part
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of the program carried on through the year for the infants and preschool 
children of the community. It is hoped that this phase of- the work 
may grow into a regular program of Conferences on a monthly basis.
Recendy a V-mail letter came from a soldier in France in which he 
expressed his thanks for the care the nurse had given his wife and baby. 
This service is gladly given the wives and children of servicemen as 
well as all mothers and children in our community. It is a program of 
health education and should begin before the baby is born in order to 
insure safety and health for the mother and baby. The visits that have 
been made to mothers before and after the birth of their babies total 65. 
There were 183 visits, made to infants and 299 visits made to children 
of preschool age.
Tuberculosis is not a serious problem in our community, still it is 
important that the few cases receive proper care. Through a program 
of patch testing in the schools we can know who the “ reactors ” are 
and subsequent X-rays tell the story of the actual condition. Home 
visits are made in the families where it is necessary at which time care 
of the individual and protection for the rest of the family are taught. 
A total of 34 such visits have been made.
The crippled children of our district have the good fortune to live 
within reach of the Crippled Children’s Clinic held at the Franklin 
County Memorial Hospital every two months. It is the responsibility 
of your nurse to find the crippled children, if possible get them into the 
Clinic, and to make as many visits as are necessary in order to interpret 
the doctor’s recommendations to the family. A total of 40 such visits 
were made.
An important contribution to community health has been made 
through the use of sound nutritional aids. Nutritional help in the 
homes, when indicated, is a routine part of the nurse’s work. The 
Educational Committee of the Farmington Health Council sponsored a 
“ Good Nutrition Week During the week the schools and stores of 
Farmington cooperated in bringing to the public attractive and helpful 
Health Through Food Ideas.
The health program of Farmington is a joint affair. Doctors, 
teachers, parents, local organizations and interested individuals are com­
bining to bring to our community the maximum of health for all. Your 
nurse takes this opportunity to express appreciation for the help given 
and the interest shown in the town’s Public Health Nursing Program.
Respectfully submitted,
HELEN DIZNEY, R. N.
WARRANT
To G eorge H. M osher, a C onstable in th e T ow n o f  F arm ington , C ounty 
o f Franklin, G reeting:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify 
and warn the inhabitants of said Town of Farmington, qualified by law 
to vote in Town affairs, to assemble in the New Community Building 
on Middle Street, in said Town, on the fifth day of March next, at ten 
o’clock in the forenoon, to act on the following articles, to wit:
A rticle  1
To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.
i
Article  2
To sec if the Town will vote to accept the annual reports of the 
Town Officers.
A rticle  3
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
A rticle 4
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the support of Common Schools for the ensuing year. 
Recommended $16,915.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle  5
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for Free High School for the ensuing year.
Recommended $13,900.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle 6
To sec what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for Industrial Education, including Teachers’ Salary and 
Supplies, for the ensuing year.
Recommended $3,250.00 Appropriated
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A rticle 7
To sec what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for purchase of Textbooks for the ensuing year.
Recommended $1,200.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 8
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for School Supplies for the ensuing year.
Recommended $1,600.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 9
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for repairs of School Buildings and Misc. for the ensuing 
year.
Recommended $1,200.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 10
To sec what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for Insurance on school property for the ensuing year. 
Recommended $1,150.00 ...................Appropriated
A rticle 11
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate to be expended for Physical Education.
Recommended $2,650.00 .......................Appropriated
Article 12
To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for 
salary and expenses of Superintendent of Schools for ensuing year. 
Recommended $1,652.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 13
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the Conveyance of scholars to elementary schools for the 
ensuing year.
Recommended $4,500.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 14
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $500.00 for 
the employment of a School Physician for the ensuing year.
Recommended $500.00 .......................Appropriated
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A rticle  15
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the Support of the Poor for the ensuing year. 
Recommended $2,000.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle 16
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate to defray Incidental Expenses for the ensuing year. 
Recommended $6,000.00 ................... Appropriated
A rticle 17
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for repairs of Roads and Bridges for the ensuing year, and 
how the same shall be expended.
Recommended $20,000.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle 18
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate to meet the expenses of Memorial Day.
Recommended $100.00 ....................Appropriated
A rticle 19
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the Collection of Taxes for the ensuing year.
Recommended $600.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle  20
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the Abatement of Taxes for the ensuing year.
Recommended $400.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle 21 >
To see how the taxes shall be collected, and when made payable.
A rticle 22
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to make a 
temporary loan or loans in anticipation of taxes at the lowest net cost to 
the town and to negotiate therefor to the lowest bidder after such notice 
to prospective bidders as the Selectmen deem expedient, the said note 
or notes to be for an amount which shall not exceed in the aggregate the
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total tax levy of the preceding municipal year, to be paid during the year 
in which they are issued out of money raised during said current year 
by taxes in accordance with the provisions of Section 83 of Chapter 5 of 
the Revised Statutes of 1930 as amended.
A rticle 23
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for Sidewalks for the ensuing year.
Recommended $500.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 24
To see if the Town will vote to pay for lighting certain streets and 
ways outside of the Corporation, how much money shall be raised, and 
how the same shall be expended.
Recommended $2,300.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 25
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for Aid to Dependent Children, and Board and Care of 
Children.
Recommended $350.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 26
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the purpose of enabling the Farmington Library Associ­
ation to continue the- maintenance of a Free Public Library, granting 
the use of its books to all inhabitants of the Town as provided for in 
Chapter 57, Section 15, of the Revised Statutes.
Recommended $2,300.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 27
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate to pay Outstanding Indebtedness.
Recommended $ 11,000.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 28
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate to pay Interest on Outstanding Indebtedness and Temporary 
Loans.
Recommended $2,500.00 Appropriated
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A rticle 29
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$1,359 for State Patrol work.
Recommended $1,359.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle 30
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for Repairs and Extension of Sewers.
Recommended $800.00 ....................Appropriated
A rticle 31
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$942.00 for maintenance of Third Class Road as required by law. 
Recommended $942.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle 32
To sec what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for outdoor Band Concerts by Wheeler’s Band for 1945. 
Recommended $75.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle 33
To see if the Town will vote to direct the Town Treasurer to in- 
.vest the Town Trust Funds in Government War Bonds as previously 
voted under article 44 of the Warrant at the annual meeting in March, 
1943.
A rticle 34
To see what sum of money the Town will raise and appropriate 
for Advertising the Natural Resources and Attractions of Maine. 
Recommended $100.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle  35
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen on behalf 
of the Town, to sell and dispose of any Real Estate, acquired by the 
Town for non-payment of taxes thereon, on such terms as they may 
deem advisable, and to execute Quit-claim deeds for such property.
A rticle 36
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for care and lease of the Town Dump.
Recommended $200430 Appropriated
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Article 37
To sec if the Town will vote to purchase a new Tractor and Plow 
for snow removal. The old tractor to be exchanged if possible, and to 
instruct the Selectmen to make a loan for said purpose and pass all 
votes respecting the same.
Article 38
To see if the Town will vote to exchange the old FWD Truck for 
a new one, and make a loan for said purpose and pass all votes respect­
ing the same.
A rticle 39
To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $11,150.00 to pay 
for the new Oshkosh Truck.
Recommended $11,150.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 40
To see if the Town will vote to have all poll taxes committed to the 
Collector, and made due and payable on the first day of May, 1945.
A rticle 41
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for Civilian Defense, to be spent under the direction of the 
Selectmen during the year 1945.
Recommended $300.00 .......................Appropriated
A rticle 42
To see if the citizens of the Town of Farmington will vote to accept 
the terms of the Workmen’s Compensation Act of the State of Maine.
A rticle 43
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for Operation, Maintenance and Insurance on the new Com­
munity Building.
Recommended $3,300.00 .......................Appropriated
Article 44
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the care and upkeep of the Hippach Property.
Recommended $500.00 ........................Appropriated
I l l
A rticle 45
To sec if the Town will raise and appropriate $1,100.00 for Public 
Health Nursing in Farmington. Said sum to be expended by the State 
Bureau of Health for local service.
Recommended $1,100.00 ........................Appropriated
\
A rticle 46
To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and appro­
priate for the support of the Fire Department for the ensuing year. 
Recommended $2,300.00 ........................Appropriated
A rticle 47
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $2,534.49 to 
pay for Sidewalk Plow purchased last year under article 38.
Recommended $2,534.49 ........................Appropriated
The Selectmen give notice that they will be in session for the pur­
pose of correcting the list of voters in said Town, and hearing and decid­
ing upon application of persons claiming to have their names entered 
upon said list, at the office of the Selectmen on Saturday, March 3, 1945, 
at 2 o’clock P. M., and at 9 o’clock A. M. on the day of said mccdng.
Given under our hands this 21st day of February, 1945.
AUSTIN L. HARDY,
ARTHUR T. VOTER,
HOLMES H. BAILEY,7 /
/
S electm en  o f  F arm ington .

